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-
This study examnes the potentiul effects of

structural charhcteristins of teachers' labor mal"-

kets on attempts to provide equal educational op-
portunity'hy revisinR state educational funding
regimes. Its point of.departure is the existence
of teachers' salary differences among educational
areas (larrrely ignored in court and legislative
deliberations), so that equal dollar eXpenditures
per pupil -- a possible outcome of some court
decisions and legislative enactments -- may not
achieve equal real resource availability per' pupil.
If salary differences could 1:e attributed prepond-
erantly to demand factors in teachers' labor markets
then chanes in funding.mechanisms could pravide
approximately equal real resources. Put predominance
of demand forces'is not found. Rather, supply-side
factors are important in establishing ineer-area
salary differences. And'since funding'regime re-
visions are largely"7aimeCat smoothing out inter-
area demand differentials, salary differences are
likely to,persist. So too are real educational
resource differences if only funding mechanisms are
altered. To achieve equal educational, opportunity,
statewide rerrulatory bodies, whose decisions can
accommodate both demand-side and supply-side inter-
area differences, Seem needed. This solution,
however, is fraught with serious educationa and
politic:al problems. Thus, no ideal way of providing
equal educational opportunity exists.
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Chapter 1

.INTRODUCTION

In the Iat few years, there have been a number of im-
--)ortat lea,-! decisions pertaining to the constitutional ob-

fd V;Iciolls governmental llodies to bring about
eqUality of ducational opportunity. .As a result of the
12(Arlquez decision of the U.S. Supreme Court, the legal si-
tuation now is one in which states are not bound to 'bring
about eqtiality of educational opportunity for the students
enrolled in their public school systems. However, states
'ace Vree to institute equal:educational opportunity programs
if they wish to do so or if they are required.to do so by
their own constitutions.' And a number of states have at
this date passed laws that are deaigned to further the goal
of equal educational opportunity.'

The conventional legal standard for measuring the edu
cational output of a school system cs the nuMber of dollars
expended (usually for current operating activities) per stu-
dent enrolled or in attendance. But everyone recognizes
that this is, at best, a crude approximation. Given the
lack of fully,reliable information on haw to define and to
measure the output of the education system and on how Pre-

. c:.7isely 'the output of the system is produeed, the courts
'would seem to have no real recourse but to adopt the working
assumption that educatignal output is directly related to
dollars worth of input. Still, despite this lick of infor-
mation, it would seem that dollars worth of input .is still
not the best measure of educational output that.is available
to the courts. So long as considerable differences in fac-
tor prices romdin, equal dollar exPenditures may mean'that
there are substantial difgerences in real resources utilized
ir Alach edicational area."' The implication is that efforts
to equalize educational opportunity by equalizing dollar ex-
penditure ?ei student, ad many states may undertake to,do,
may fall short of the mark. "Moreover, even if spending for-
mulae (e.g., for all school districts in a state) were de-
signed -tO bring about equal real resource usage per student,
by allowing for current factor price differences in computing
the permissible expenditure level for each area--there is a
real danger that th.is dpproach may:build the effects of
wealth differences among communities into these prescribed
expenditurc! Jevels. The reason is.that for some factors,
such as teachers' services, the observed cost differentials
imong areas may at least 'in part reflect the effectsvia
demandof the wealth differences among bommunities--effects
.t.hat an egual educational opportunity program is supposed to
eliminate. To avoid this_kind of problem, Whit is needed is
some estimate of the resource cost differences among areas
that arc due only to fo;ces on the supply side of the re-
s ovrce market.

7



The purpose of this study is to provide an estimate of'
the relative iMportance of elements on.the supply side of the
market for the most important of.the. purchased, rghources used
to produce education--the teacher--in determining the cost of
this factor of production. If our findings indicate that
forces on the supply side are relatively unimportant, then
programs tat prescribe Identical levels of spending per stu-
dent among areas could be implemented with little fear that
teacher salary differential's will be a source of ineqUalit
of educational opportunity: If, on the other hand, it is
found that forces on the,supply side of the teachers' labor
market constitute an important reason, for teachers' salary
differentials, 'then this finding ought to be taken into con-
sideration in designing equal educational.opportunity,pio-
grams.

After presenting some crude data4on teachers' salaries
and current outlays per student, our analysis involves four
basic steps. First, in Chapter 3 we specify a model of the
labor market for teachers and derive from it a formulation
for the reduced.form wage equation. Second, the wage equa-
tion is estimated from data for eighty-three of the largest
central cities in. the United States .and for the forty-eight
contiguous states.' The Fesults of these estimates are given
in Chapter 4. Third, we use the estimated wage equations to
predict the wage differentials for the cities and states
that would exist un4er conditions 14ere demand side variables
are held at their average values for the sample as a whole
while the supply side variables are left free to vary. Again,
these estimated wage differentials are reported in Chapter 4.
Finally, in a brief Chapter 5 we explore the policy implica-
tions of our findings with respect to equal educational op-
portunity programs.

2
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'POOTNOTES FOR COAPTER 1

1 Rodriguez v. San Antonio Independent School District,
. 317 F..- Stipp. 280 (D.C., Texas 1971), U.S. Supreme Court,
March, 1973. it should be noted that ad we use the term
equal educational opportunity, it does not include'the need
for compensatory education. Essentially .what we mean by
-ecrial educational opportunity is the availabilitY for each
sludcnt of an identical.amount of real educational resources.
The thrust of our analysis would not be fundamentally differ-
ent, however, if equal opportunity were construed to include
compensatory education.

2 California, Minnesota, Ohio, and PennslYvania are
among the states that.have passed laws that have the aim of
making district revenues more equal to bring about increased
equality of educational opportunity. Others, like.Connecti-
cut, Maine, New York, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, and
Vermont 'have created commissions to study the financing of
education. (NEA, High. Spots in State School Legislhtion, 41

1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972 editic7717) -7 North Carolina's Con-
stitution, approved in 1970, specifically states that "The
general assembly shall provide . . . for a general and uni-

, form system of free public schools . . . wherein equal oppor-
tunity shall be provided forpall students," (Article X, Sec-
tiOn 2) .

3 For example, see Serrano v. Priest, 487 P. 2d 1241
ASupr. Ct., California, 1969), espqcially pp. 599-6(1f. A
notable exception is provided by Jensen et al. vs. State
Board of Tax Commissioners (Cir. Ct. Johnson Co., Ind.,

' 1973) . In that decision the court held that there is no ba-
sis for.finding that disparities that do exist in expendi-
tures.per pupil are unreasonable or unrelated to variance in
costs-

4Nationally, there-appears to be substantial variation
among. areas in the le-vels of teachers' salaries. For the
1969-1970 sehooI.year, the ratio of average teachers'. salary
in the highest paying of the 48 contiguous states'(New York)
to that in the lowest (Mississippi) is about 1.8 to 1. -The
coefficient of variatiOn in average teachers''salaries ie
about 0.13. ,The simple cOrrelation between average teachers'
salary and average current spending per student enrolled f6r
the states is 0,78. For the_ 83 central city areas used in
our later analysis, the'ratio of average salary, in 1968-1969
in, the highest paying city school district (San Bernadino,
Ca.) to that in the.lowest paying district (San Antonio,-
Texas) is 1..66 to 1. The coefficient of variation of sala-
ries. is 0.12. Teachers' salaries and current expenditures
'per student: are corrplated 0.67.



It is important to note-,that per student spending dif-
ferences amOng areas are much greater than are the teachers'
salary differences. For the ,years cited above, the ratio of
spending per student in the highest to the lowest spending
state is 2.43 to 1.0. The ratio for the city school dis-
tricts is 3.19 to 1.0. Thus it is apparent,that plans which
are aesigned to equalize educational opportunity' by equaliz-
ing spending per student, while nottallowing for,factor,
price differences, are likely to bring about indreased equal,
ity of opportunity. However, because of the factor cost dif-
ferences, 'there 'is a reasonable possibility that these plans-
will fall well short of tyle goal of full equality of oppor-
tunity.

ito



Chapter 2

TLACHER';' SALARIES AND 'SPENDING PER STUDENT

It has become a common occurrence for educators, legis-
lators, and courts to treat the amount of spending on educa-
tion per student enrolled as a direct measure of the quality
Of education received by students. As we Have indicated
above, in our view much of the variation in spending per stu-
dent among localities may reflect the effects of differences
in the-cost of factors of production used in the education
process, The most important of these factor costs is, of
course, Ole 'cost of teachers' services.

The question of what causes salary differentials among
areas is a complicated one: As Levin and her co-authors
have shown, much of the difference in teachers' salaries be-
tween the cities, suburbs, and rural areas within a number
of states is due in part to differences in eliFFErelitlee and'

education of the teachers'who work in these areas. But it
also seems likely that at least.a part of the differences in
salaries among areas is to be explained in terms of the
underlyming diff9rences in labOr market conditions among geo-
graphical areas. The obvious questions suggested by.the-
above are what are the factors-that are most impOrtant.in
prOviding an explanation for the differences in tegchers'
salaries among labor markets; and what are the implications
of the salary differences for total spending by localities
on teacher-6' services?.

Before we attempt to answer.these questions, we turn
first to an examination of the raw data on spendfng per stu-
dent and teachers' salaries in the public'schools'for a num
ber of geographical areas for 1969-1970. 7'he areas that we
pick are the forty-eight contiguous states and theNsehool
districts in 83 central-cifies out of the 113 central Cities

. of the 85 largest' SMSA's. We do not include Algska and
Uawaii in our analysis because of the atypicaf cost-struc-
tures that are faced by the residents of these stated. The
atypical cost structures' apparently are he result of-geo-
graphical isOlatkon. School districts for thirty cities
have !peen excluded from tHe analysis because at least some
of the required data are.not aVailable for these-distriettir.'

Data on average salaries for all public school teachers
by state in the 1969-1970 school year and the corresponding
figures-on current expenditures per student are given in
Table 1 below. It can be seen ,Irom that table that the
range in average annual salaries across states is considera-
ble, with a ratio-from high_t0 1..ow of-about 1.8 to 1.0.
The coefficient of variation is 0,11.--correspondingly,
differences in spending per student for states-are compara-
ble to the salary differences. The ratio of'spending per

5
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student in the state with highest sdlary to that in the.
state with lowest salary is about 2.4 to 1.0. The coeffi-
cient of variation is 0.20. Teachers' salaries and spend-
ing per student for the states are correlated .78. Thus,
it can be seen that there is considerable variation in
spending per student, and on the face of it, the variation
seems to bear some relationship to the variation in
teachers' salaries. Of course, it should be remembered
that the variation described here is for state averages.
The analogoui variation in salaries for public school
teachers and in spending per public school student among all
the school districts of the forty-eight states would be even
greater.

The situation with respect.to the sample of large cities
iS similar to that for the states. The mean earnings for
classroom teachers in public schools for 1968-1969 range from
$10,598 to $6,369; that is, a ratio of 1.66 to 1.0. The db,-

efficient of variation is 0.12. The coefficient of variation
for current expenditures per student in 1969-1970 is 0.25.
The data on teachers' salaries and on current spending per
student are correlated .67 for our sample of cities.

Simple correlations can be highly misleading. We cer-
tainly do not intend to imply at this stage of our work that
variations in teachers' salaries are the uniqueor even the
most importantcause of variations current spending on
education per public school student. Rather, our basic
purpose in presenting these basic figures on teachere.!--sitla-
ries and current exPenditures per pupil is to set-the staige

for our discussion and econometric analysis of the factors
which affect the supply and demand for teachers' services,
and to apply the relevant findings tc-answer questions about
the reasons for differences among school districts in the
amount of spending on teachers' 'services per student en-
rolled. °

Table 2-1:

Average Salaries for Public School Teachers and
Public School Current Expenditures on Education

Per Student Enrolled, by State for 1969-70

gtate Average Salary Current Expenditures
($) Per Enrolled Student

($)

NY 10,390 1,114

CALIF 10,324 748

MICH 9,823 772

2
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Table 2-1: cont.
d.

Average Salaries for Public School Teachersand
public School Current Expenditdres on Education

Par Student Enrolled, by State fcr 1969-70

State Average'Saiary Current. EsTenditures
() Per Entolled Student

($)

ILL 9,569 .761

.P4r)
9,383 802

CONN 9,271 912

NEV 9,248 698.

WASH 9,237 724

NJ 9,150 921

DEL 9,015 832

WISC .9,000 782

PENNA 8,858,- 819

IND 8,832. 650.

ORE 8,814. 80,3

RI 8,776 795

MASS 602

,ARIZ 8,715 719

MINN' 8,658 767

FLA
41,

8,410 687

:IOWA 8,398 824
,

OHIO 8,300 672

WYO 8,271 828

VA 8,070 648

VT . 7,960 9,49

MO 7,844 602

7
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Table 271: cont..

Sillaries for Public School
School Current Expenditures
Student Enrolled; by State

f State Average Salary
($)

NEW MEX 7,796

NH 7,789

COLO 7,760

W. VA 7,650

UTAH 7,643

KANSAS 7,620

MONTANA 7,606

MAINE 7,572

NC' 7,494

NEB /,354
.)

GA 7,278

TEX 7,277

TENN 7,(150

LOUISIANA 7,028

KY 6,939

IDAHO 6,884

SC 6,883

OKLA 6,882

ALA -6,817

N DAK 6,696

SD 6,403

',I 4

,Teachers and
on.Education
for 1969-70

Current Expendittires
Per Enrolled Student

($)

637

dr
644

668

' 592

578

749

639

543

643

524

474

529

627

563

548

550

517

625

629



Table 2-1: cont.

Average Salaries for Public 8v,hool Teachers and.
Public School Current Expenditares on Educdtion

Per Student Enrolled, by State for 1069-70

State Average Salary Current Expenditures
($) Per Enrolled Student

($)

ARKANSAS 6,277 493

MISS 5,798 458

SOURCE: National Education Association, Estimates of School
Statistics 1970-71 (Contains'1969-70 revised data), ReEFEE
Report 1970=I=, Table 7 for Salaries and Table II for cur-
ent expenditures.:

.
.

Office of Education, Statistics of Public Schools Fall
l969, Tabip 5 for enrollment.



Table 2-2:

'Average Salaries-for Public School Teachers,
1968-69 and.Currént Expenditurea for Public Schools

Per Student Enrolled, 1969-70;
for SCool-Districts of Large Cities

City

SAN BERNADINO, CAL

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Average Teachtrs'
Salaries'

($)

10,598

1/0-,49

spending per
Student

($)

804

1,291

LOS ANGELES, CAL 10,043 744'

SAN JOSE, CAL -10,029 826

DETROIT, MICH 10,009 840

LONG BEACH, CAL . 9,994, 954
-

SAN DIEGO, CAL 9;898 796

OAKLAND,.CAL. 9,835 876

MILWAUKhE, WIS 9,827 7'

FRESNO, CAL 9,752 724

ROCHESTER, NY 9,710 1,254

CHICAGO, ILL 9,697 867

NEW YORX, NY 9,696 1,184

SACRAMENTO, CAL 9,533 783

ST PAUL, MINN 9,413 809

CARDEN GROVE, CAL 9,300 621
N

PHILADELPHIA, PA 9,295 947

EVERETT, WASH 9,287 747

BOSTGN, MASS 9,250 883
S

ANAHEIM, CAL 9,187
../

730.

DAC, CO, FLA 9,112 758

10
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Table 2-2: cont.

Average Salaries for Public School Teachers,
1968-69 and Current Expenditures for Public Schools

Per Student Enrolled, 1969=70;
for School

7City.

Districts.of Large Cities

Average Teache rs
Salaries

,$)

Spending per
Student

($)

SEATTLE, WASH 9,086 919

SCHENECTADY, NY 9070 1,291

TACOMA, WASH' 9,03 967-

SANTA ANA, CAL 9,052 706

pROVIDENCE,"EI 9,037 1,074

.SYRACUSE, NY 9,021 ,1,084

WII:mINGTON, DEi, 9,606 ,.957

WORCESTER, MASS 8,974 *896

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 8,957 802

BUFFALO, NY 8,956
,.

1,048

HARTFORD, CONN 8,922 1,138

DAYTON, OHIO 8,881 916

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN .8,844 868

BRIDGEPORT, CONN .
8,841 709

PHOENIX, ARIZ 8,814 671

BALTIMORE, MD 8,748 754

ALBANY, NY 8,693 1,232

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 8,89 64.9

ONTARIO, CAL 8,677 706

ST LopIs, mo . 8,654 -729

PATTERSON, NJ 8,643 714

SPRINGFIELD, MASS 8,390 799

11



Table 2-2: cont. 1

Average Salaries for Public School Teachers,
1968-69 and Current Expenditures for Public'Schools

Per Student Enrolled; 1969-70r .:

for School

City

Districts of Large Cities

' Average Teachers'
Salaries

($)

Spending per
Student

($)

PIN.ELLAS CO, FLA .8,367 684

CAts:Tw't, OHIO 8,363 733. -.

BROWARD CO, FLA 8;298 719

. .

CINNCINATTI, OHIO 8;261 004

CLEVELAND, OHIO 8,214 .895

DENVER, COL 8,209 768

IU:NSAS CITY, MO 8,184 677

,pORTLAND, .ORE 8,146 763

ALLENTOWN, PA 8,126 694

OMAHA; NEB 8,080 577.

LOUISVILLE, 8 0-56 669

JERSEY CITY; NJ 7,989 746 --

WICHITA, KAN 7,968 634

AKRON, OHIO 7,935 753

RICHMO&D, VA 7,91S 711

TOLEDO,. OHIO 7,864 757

NORPOLK, VA .7,820 .671'

WARREN, OHIO 7,804 727

NASHVILLE,. TENN. 7,593 596

DUVAL CO, FLA 7,572 568

NEW ORLEANS, LA 7,552 567

ATLANTA, GA 7,485 693

12
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Table 2-2: cont.

Average. Salaries for Pjblic School Teachers,
1968-69 and current Expenditures for.PUblic Schools

Per Student Enrolled, 1969-70;
for School Districts of LArge Cities

City Average,Te'achers'
Salaries'

($)

Spending per
Student

($)

MECKLENBURG CO, NC 7/405 624

COLUMBUS, OHIO 7,385 788

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 7,380 594

HIGH POINT: 7,341 573

DALLAS, TEX' 7,282 529

GREENSBORO, NC 7,249 594

HARRISBURG, PA 7,218 820

PORT ARTHUR, TEX 7,203 575

KANSAS CI:Y, KAN 7,195 546

MEMPHIS,'TENN 7,183 564

BEAUMONT, TEX 7 147 589

HOUSTON, TEX 7,134% 48.9

KNOXVILLE, TI:NN 7,103 .549

TULSA, OKLA 7,081 5-48

OKLAHOMA CITY,.0KLA 6,830 477

EL PASO, TLX 6,829 501

FT WORTH, TEX
.

,
. 6,731 404.

. .

SAN ANTONIO, TEX 6,369 433

SOURCE: Average Salaries (1968-69) paid classroom .teadhers
in public elementary and,secondary schools from National Edu-
dation Association, 24th Biennial Salary Survey of Public-

13
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L
SOURCE, cont.: School_Professional Personnel, 19.69, Research
Report'1969-R7, Table A, col. 6 (data by school-Zigtrict).
Office of Education,.E.L.S.E.G.f.S.-4II, Part B Finances: .

1969-70 (TAPE), curreiiteRioi-naituFes-WsEE6a1disTiTTE7--Of-
TIFF 67 Education, Statistics of Local Public School S stems
Fall 1969:.PuPi1s and Staff, Ta-li-77-eRT6TIFIeET-FTsc oo



'FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTU 2
%

1Betsy Levin, Thomas Muller', and eorazon Sandoval,.The
High Cost of Education in Cities, TheUrban.Institute,
Washingtort, D. C., D-73.

.2One of the thirt,: cities, Washington, D. C., has been
excluded from the analys's because of its unique'fiscal-
structure.

3For example,.one'obvious alternative postibiIiti is
that teachers' salaries and school spending both reflect the
effects of differnnces in community in-come and Wealth.

)

.4:
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Chapter 3

TEACHERS' LABOR MARKET:

Analytical Framework

The data cn teachers' salaries by city and by state, which we 'set
forth above, are characterized by considerable dispersion. The purpose
of this chapter is to provide an economic framework for analyzing the
source of the dispersion. TO accomplish this we adapt basic labor .

market theory to the labor market forteachers. The starting point for
the analysis is the model of a coimpetitive /labor market. .A, number of
complications are then introduced to analyze the behavior of supiply
and demand for teachers under various market structurestand economic
situations.

Initially, the, complications introdubed pertain to questions of
marketmatructure and the effects of differences in.the number Of buyers ,

an the equilibrium wage. From there, we-introduce a number of insti-.

tutional constraints. These include the effects of a fair wage standard,
in-the community on teachers' salaries, same discussian of the effect of
teachers' unions, and consideration of the role played by labor quality
in the labor market for teachers. The discussion of labor quality is
formulated to take into account the recent findings of-an apparent lack
014 impact of teacher quality on student learning and such institutional
factors as the single salary schedule.

1

The first case to be analyzed is that of wage determination in a
single isolated labor market. The following conditions are assumed to
characterize the situation in this mae-et:

1) No person in the labor market has a special talent for any one
professiOn. In a particular profession all persons with the level of
training considered adequate are equally productive.

2) All labor force neuters have similar preferences with respect

to each particular profesaion. That is, the nonpecuniary aspects of
the various jobs in the labor market are ranked the same way by each
labor force member.

3) All labor market entrants. faCe similar costs of education.
They finance that education with equal ease or difficulty.

tlY There is a single educational requirement for each particular
.

occupation.

5) Occupational and educational decisions are generally made_on a

lifetiMe basis.
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6) The teaching profession uses few people relative to the nuMber
or people in all.other occupations taken together. 4

For the particular labor market where the aboveconditions are met.,
in long:run equilibrium the wage level for teadhers is determined an
the supply-side of the market. The nUMber ot teadhers employed, given
the supply price.of labor,.is deterMined on the.demand side., More
'specifically the.supply curve.under the assumedcanditions is perfeCtly
elastic. The reasan is that eadh entrant-Into teadtling requires a total
ccorensation--monetary-andnon.-monetary--whidl is 01'd same as that in
other occupations. MbreoVer, given the relatively small size of the
teaching profession (assumption 6 aboVe),4wages outside of teaching do
noi vary with the nuili6er of teachers. 1 .

The.supply curve for teachers (SS) is 'pictured in Figure 3-1. The
height of the supply curve, OW, is the monetary compensation that must
be offered to-teachers if'peopie are to be ju*t willing to 41ter the
teaching profession. This required monetary capensation is Atrongly
influenced by the Iong-run prospectth in other professions, ihe relative
non-pecuniary benefits in teadhing as Oldposed to Other professions, the
educati* requirenent for,teadhing as amp4Lredipwith.other occupations,
and the costs of Obtaining thateducation.'

Figure -1
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1

Ttie non-monetary aspects of jobs which affect their relative

attractiveness to new entrants to a particular occupation include such
things as work effort required, and the pleasantness, dawer, and

satisfaction of work. Non-pecuniary.rewards are a substitute fope

money earnings. Therefore, other tings the same, non7pecuniary\
rewards for an occupation are inversely related to the Money wagA:

That is, as relative non-pecuniary rewards of teaching deteriorate,

assuming that the other canpensation-determining factors noted above

do not change, SS in Figure 3-4will shift upward. In the case of the

teaching professian, the obvious extraordinary non-pecuniary rewards

include a summer off.and unusual job security once tenure is obtained.

Vlhile it has been noted that 111 reflects the money wage required'
to encourage people to enter-teachingthat is, WI is the reservation

price for teachers--the relevant timeperiod over which Wi is measured

has not as yet been defined. Cne obvious possibility is Ehat WI rep-

resents the expected monetary earnings of teachers over their entire

working life. If it is possible to lend and borrow freely an the
capital market to finance education, lifetime earnings may conveniently

be measured by a yearly equivalent, defined as that constant level of

yearly income which would generate the same present:value as does the

current age earnings profile of teachers when it is discounted at

prevailing interest rates.4. Generally, when dilkssing long-run,occur-

pational choic the, e appropriate time frame for asuring earnings is

the individual's expected or consuming life.3

The empirical analysis presented below is concerned with explaining

why wages differ for teadhers in different labor markets. If itiis

assumed that the Shape of the time profile of earnings for-teachers is

similar in'the various markets, then a single year's earnings for those

with a given level of Sxperience may serve as.an index of the lifetime

earnings of thcsp(who.enter the thad ingprofessicn in each of the

markets.4 Thus in later chapters, WI, which is conceptually a measure
of lifetime earnings, may be roughly approkimatel (differenthe,in formal

education aside for the mothent) by average,salary for teadhers in a

'given-market adjusted for the average level of experience for those .

teachers. No matter what salary measUre.is employed, however, it is

important to remeMber that given tha assumed circumstances in this

first case, the wage variable Will bear same relationahip to lifetime

earnings and the supply curve itself will be perfectly elastic.

Under these circumstances, the supply retionShip maY be given by

(340 Nr= S(N, CC),

where W is an appropriate measure of the teachers' wage rate as discussed

above, N is an index-of the relative non-pecuniary advantages of teaching,

and OCip the opportunity dost of entering a comparableroccupation with

training requirements similar to those of teaching. Alternatively, in

this single market case with full mobility amonsoccupatians, the oppor-

tunity cost MO can be related to the cost of.obtaining the education -

required of teachert. Therefore, the supply equation may also be written



as

(3-2) J = S(N, Ed);

where Ed measures the years of dducation required to enter teadhing
and the relevant alternative occupations in this market (1 and N are
defined as for equation 1). Of course, given the assumed conditions
there,is full mbbility among all occupations. Therefore, all occupations,
not just those which require the same formal eduoation-as teadhing, are
perfect substitutes for teaching as'a profession.: That is, with iden-
tical entry conditions for all those who widh to enter a particular
occupation and with similar preferences, total pecuniary and non-pecuniary
rewards to each'occupation over a lifetime are the same.

It is legitimate to draw the demand curve for teacherd on a diagram
where the wage variable is defined to bear a relatioinShip to lifetime
earnings, as it is in Figure 3.1, only if the lifetime wage concept has

aumeaning to those who hire teachers. This will be so if sdhoOl .

s behave as if they expect those who are newly hired to remain for
a considerable time in their jebs, or if they believe that job candidates
base their employment decisions.on long-run earnings prospects rather
than just on.starting salaries. Stith behavior on the part of sdhodl
boards seems.to be.more reasonable than one obvious alternative:- a
situation where school boards settheir respective salary Structures to
retain only those within-a given age or experience bradket. iudh

a policy:might have same meaning for the retention rate of.new hires, it
wouldmake little sense with respect to the turnover rates for those.
with more than a few years of experience. For example, if wages for
those with ten to twenty years of eXperience were made artificially low,
the result might be a labor force with little long-run commitment in an
occupation Where attitude toward the jab is crucial to effective per-
formance. ,

-Consequently, it is reasonable to believe that market pressures
eventually lead sdhool boards to set Wige profiles that are rationally
structured so as to didcourage any major inflows into or Outflows from
teaching positions for those in particulan4e bradketa. Accordingly,
we proceed as if,it is appropriate to draw the demand curve for teadhers
on a diagram where the wage variable refers to some measure of earnings

expected over a long-run working period. -

The slope and position of a demand curve for a factor of production:
.
suCh'at teachers is traditionally explained ih terns of the theory.of
derived demand. The theory suggests that-the demand 'curve for a factor
of production eXhibits a negative.slope for twp reasons. First, as the

quantity:of a factor of production is increased, the amount'of other'
factors employed remaining the same, diminiShing returns to the variable
factor eventually-set in. In the'case of education, where learning
takes place by combining teacher time, student time, and equipment, a
fixed size Student body in a sdhool distriCt eventually leads to dinin-
ishing returns to the;teacher input.5 That is, increases in the teadher-
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student ratio which result from expanded hiring levels in a given
district at a given time eventually Will yield smaller and smaller
increments to student learning. The declining marginal returns to
additional teadhers hired thus, in part, account for the negative slope
of the demand curve for teachers. .The second factor whidh.underlies
the negative slope of the demand curve.for teadhers is the.negative
Slope of the demand curVe for education itself. .11s with any economic
good, bd finance an-increase ie the amount of education produced',,the
publid must-foregoconsurrpticn Of otherpublic'or priVate goods,; It
seems.plausible that the marginal utility of education, as well as'.of.
mbst other private and pUblic.goods, is inveraely related to the ...

nquantity cosumed: .COnsequentlY, aSexpenditures aresmitched.from
other goods'tdeducation, the marginal utility of edUcation declines
While that of the other goods increases. The effect is to impart a
negative relationship between the 7price" of education and the quantum
of education desired. The declining marginal value of education, in
turn, partially accounts for the declining marginal value of additional
teachers hired, and thus for the negative slope of the demand curve for
teachers.

It is useful to make our analysis of the demand curve for teachers
more rigorous. We begin with a simple model where it is assumed that
the board of education behaves, not undharacteristically, as if education
is produced with teacher services and student time. Thus,

(3=3) Q = Q(St, Tdh, SES, Pop),

where Q is' the amount of education produced per student enrolled in the
public sdhools.6 All other inputs haVe been deflated by population.
Thus St is the size of the student body per capita (adjusted for standard
hours of attendance), and Tdh represents teadher hours of input per
capita. SES is a measuredf the socio-economic background $4 studentG
The size of population, Pop, is a scaling factor.1:45 and ' are

3Popassumed too be positive and may take on either sign./

The total output of the school system per person in the,population
is given by:

(3-4) TP = St Q.

Fram equations (4-3) and (4-4), assuming again that student body size,.
St, is exogenous, the marginal product of teachers is given by:

(3-5) ilTPTch =N
aTch

[Q(St, Tdh, SES, Pop)] St.

We now introduce the demand curve for education into the model. The
equation for the demand price for edudation is:

= P(TP, St, INC, Y, Z).8
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Bquivalently, we.have:

P = P*(o, St,.LNC, Y, Z).

Thus, in addition to St, the-demand price (P) is a function ofeducational.
output per stddent*OM, income in the community (INC), a vector,(Y) which
represents other sources offunds for the public sector, such as non-
residential prOperty assessments and state and federal aid, and other
factors (Z) sueh as demographically and geographidaily determined needs
for non-educational services and tastes. Here as4ain, all arguments of .

the demand curve are specified to be on at.,per capita basis. The expec-
tation i6 that WaQris negative, and; ,unless having a large nuMber of
parents in the voiting population is extremely important in determining ,

educational expenditures, aP/aSt is also probably negative. AE and
aP/aY are expected to be positive and aP/aZ may take on eitheiiNgn. In
thismodel, copsumer surplus is maximized when the demand price for
teachers, in this case the value of the magina1 product of teachers, is
set equal to the supply price of teadhers. That is, it is maximized
Where

(3-7) WPP P =
Tre h

If we sUbstitute for P frcm equttion (3-6e) and for TP and TP/ Tch from
equations (7.:,-3) and (5-5, we have a schoca board's demand curve for labor:

(J-7) W = Xch[Q(St,.Tch, SES, Pop)]. St P(Q[St, Tch,
SES, Pop], St, INC, Y, Z).

The aggregate demand curve for teachers in each market could be.
derived if t40 further pieces of information were available. First,
there-are the specific functional forms for the educational production
function and for the demand turve which have been used to derive the
demand"for teadhers [is in equation ri-e] . 'Once these were known, we
°Mould solve explicitly for the demand curve for eadh school board. The
other information necessary is the distribution of each of the exogenous
factors among school districts in a givelmarket area.' If the functional
forms and-distribution of exogenous variables were relatively similar for
the sdhool distridts, the market demand curve might well be of the same
form as equation. (3-8. .

II

While many of those-whe have analyzed wage determination for pUblic
employe treat the supply,curve of labor as if it were perfectly
elastic,-° a plausible argUment can be made that the supply curve may be
positively sloped. This will,be the case, for example, if the relative
preference for teaching differs among people, and the supply price varies
inversely With these preferences Even here, however, while the supply
curve of teachers to a.market may be upward sloping, the supply curve to
'a 'school board located within a market may still be highly elastic',
perhaps even perfectly elastic. The smaller the fraction of teachers
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in the market that are hired by a given sehool board, the more elastic
the supply curve of teadhers to the sdhool board will be.

Our purpose in this section is to construct a framework for
analyzing wage determination in a market where there are many sChool
boards, and where the supply curve of teachers is upward sloping. Be-

fore proceeding, however, it is useful to discuss briefly some prdblems

related to te scope of a labor market for teachers.

It is apparefii that the geographic scope of a teachers' labor mar-
ket is determined by the mobility of teachers. The problem of delin-

eating the boundaries of any Particular market is complicated by the
fact'that'there is likely to be some teacher mbbility among-all areas
in the country. Thus,Aeciding on the boundaries of a market is a process
thatrequires the use of judgement, and may be the subject of some dis-
agreement. For our purposes, we adoPt a pragmatic approach and define

a teaChers' market to include those areas which most often find them-

selves competing for the same teachers.

The question of what is the size of eadh of the variousteadhers'
labor markets is thus an empirical one--a-cpestion which, given the
lack of any systematic study to date, has yet to be answered.r This

,issue has been the source of same discussion between Baird and Landon,
an the ane hand, and- Nsper, on the other--a debate WhiCh has as yet

reached no resolution+I In our theoretical discussion, we nevertheless.,
proceed as if all markets are,clearly delineated. Our empirical estimates,
however,,are conductea.under alternative assumptions as tOthe appropriate
geographic scope for'a teadhers' labor market. In that way our findings
will provide same indicatian of the sensitivity of estimates of the wage
equation for teachers to assumptions about the scope of.the labor market.

Let us now consider the case where there is a large number of school
boards in a (giVen teachers' market, so that each board faces a horizon-

tal supply curve of teachers even though, for the market as a whole, the

supply curve of teachers is positively sloped. Here the aemand curves

of each of the separate boards is of the same form as the one in equation

(3-8) above. The overall market demand curve can then be obtained simply

by aggregating the demand curves of pie indOidualschool boards.

III
The analysis of wage determination in a circumstaice where a single

buyer of teachers' services faces an upward sloping supply curve-may be

somewhat more complicated than is th@ analysis for the competitive case.
This will be so if the sdhool board in fact,,recognizes that the number

of teadhers it hires has an effect an the wage rate that it pays, and

if it acts accOrdingly, i.e., if the sdhool board justifiably behaves-

as though it were a monopscnist in this particular market. Contrastingly,

if the board does not recognize that there is a positive slope to the

supply curve of teachers, or if it does mit perceive the importance of

this with respect to salary policy and,ac acwrdincily, teadhers'
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salaries will be determined, as in Figure 3-2, b the intersection of

the conventional demand and supply curves for teachers.

Warp

Etployment

Figure -2

Let us assume that the school board recognizes that it is in a

mcflopsany positian. Fram the board's point of view, this implies that

the marginal oost of hiring more teadhers exceeds the going wage rate.

Fqr one thing, if new teachers are to be successfully recruited, each

one must be paid a highercwage than the last teadher hired. For

another, given the nature of the single salary sdhedule and the major

difficulty involved in pushing a new teadher-ahead of others who have

been teaching in the system for some time and who are equally qualified

in other ways, paying a higher wage rate to-a new teadher will generally

require corresponding raises for All those who are currently on the

teadhing staff. The bonus that has to be paid tkall teachers an staff

as hiring is expanded Would raise the marginal cost of education con-
siderably Above what it would be if the school board faced an elastic

2 3
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supply curve of teachers. Thus, recognition of the significance of
its moncpscny position may have a strong dampening effect on hiring by

a school board.12

Tb be more specific, given the'supply curve of teachers

(3-9) W = S(Tch, N, 00,
DS

where the slope, aTch ; is generally positive, the school board will

hire teachers untll the value of additional teachers'.services is set

equal to the extra cost of additional teachers. That is, the board

will hire teachers until

(3-10) StP i = II + Tch DS .13

aaTch Tch

The term on the Ieft hand side of the equation is the value of the mar-

ginal product of teachers. The meaning of this term was discussed in
connection with thc:.explanation of equation (3-7) aboxe. It will be

seen that on the right.hand side of nquation (3-10)., in additicn to the

wage rate (4),, there is a term: oTL.L as/DTch. This term measures the

extra cost of paying a bonus to preyiously hired teachers aS hiring is

expanded. Rearranging equation (340), we have an equation for the

demand curve for teachers by a school board which is a mcnoposonist:

(3-I1) W = St P a() - Tch s
aTch aTch

The supply curve for teachers, in accordance with the formulation

given in equation (34,'is drawn as SS in,Figure 3-3. The demand curve

for teadhers which would obtain in a situation where there is no monop--

sprrx power on the part of the school board--as in eduation (:3-? and

(70)--is represented by DD in Figure 3--3.

2 4
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in:contrast, Dm Dm depicts the demand curve for a sehool board which

is in a monopsony position and.faCes the supply curve SS. As noted
before, theoprtionl distance between DD and Dm Dm is equal to the

term T54. in equation (1-11). Note that as drawn in Figure 3-3,
Tch inLgTeater in value the larger the number of teadhers hired.
There Wtwo reasons for this: FirSt; the slope of the supply curve,

as drawn in that figure, increases directly with the nuMber of teadhers

hired. Second, the overall cost ofthe laonus" that must be paid as'.

hiring is expanded is greater the more teaChers there are already on
staff. ,In equilibrium, the'monopsony board will hire Tchl teachers at

a wage of WI. As indicated previous%y, the value of the marginal prod-
uct produced by these teachers, VMPi, exceeds the wage rate.

Up to now, we have avoided any discussion of specific functional
forms for the various supply and demand curves, and have also postponed
any discussion of problems of estimation. However, it is appropriate

at this point to discuss the problem of identification, which is most

clearly analyzed in the context of the microeconomic framework developed

in thi6 chapter.

Empirical analysis of Supply and demand in a situation where there
is competition in the teachers' labor market involves a straightforward

extension of our discussion. Shifts in the exogenous variables in the
labor supply curve, the exogenous variables in the demand curve held con-

stant, trace out points that lie Along the demand curve. The supply

curve may be similarly identified.

The problem of identification becomes more complicated where
monopsony power is exercized on the part of the sChool board. While the

identification'Of supply in a market that is characterized by nionopsaw
is straightforward, therdwill not be,.in general, a stable demand curve

for teaCherS which can be identified in the ccnventional way. The reason

is that the slope of the supply curve appears--as in,equation (37-13)--as

a term in the demand curve. Thus, if the supply curve is not linear (ala

in Figure"?-3) and its slope is a function of the levels of tfie exogenous

variables, then as the supply curve Shifts with Changes in these exog-
enous variables, corresponding shifts in the demand curve will occur.

For example, if the supply equation iS of the form:

log W = a + b Tch,

or log W = log a + b log Tch,

where "a":is a constant that incorporates the opportunity cost to

teachers and relative nomioecuniary returns, then at any level of Teti,

a Positive increment to "a" leads to a steeper supply curve.14 Con-

sequently, as the supply curve Shifts up with increments to. "a", the

demand curve shifts down. The equilibrium solutions that corre d -

to the alternative supply curves SS, S'S', and S"S", where these curves

are drawn to reflect increasing values for the exogenous variables, are
illustrated in Figlire 1-4. It can be Observed that for the,case drawn,
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Figure 3-4

the equilibrium points lie along a line, D , that is much flatter

than is any one of the mcnopsonist's d naT ,curves, DmDm, Dm'Om',

and Dm"Dm". Thus, if, as assumed, the relevant slopesof the supply
curves become steeper as these curves shift up, the slope of the
estimated demand-,curve will understate the true slope. The estimate

of the slope of the demand curve will only be on the mark if the

shiftw in the supply curve axe parallel. Finally, if 14hatioe, believe

to be the least likely possibility obtains--that is, if a situation

'pertains in which positive shifts in suppky are accompaniedby-
decreases'in the relevant slope of the supply curve--the demand
curve will be estimated so as to have a steeper'slope than it

actually does.'

IV

we next deal with a case where.there is more than one school board

in a market, but where the nuMber of them issufficientlY small so that

Leach perceives that the supply curve of Labor is positively sloped. In

these circumstances of oligopsony, school boards may do a number of

things. First of all, if each board recognizes the nature of the inter-

debendence between its hiring policy and the hiring policies of the other

schoca boards; all of the school boardS may attempt to collude in me'

way or another. If,each schoca district has a similar constituency,

then, as the collusion becomes more perfect, the school boards together

may behave as if there were only a single purchaser of teathers' services
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in themarket. Here, then, the demand quiVe for teachers would approach,
the one that applies for analyzing the manopsony case.

A second possible mode of behavior for the sdhool boards consists
of a number of strategic interactions Whidh would result if each board
takes into account the effect that its hiring policy has on the other
boards, as well as the effects that the eventual reactions by the other
boards have on the market wage rate. Here, the exact outcome depamis
upen the precise-nature of the behavior pattern assumed for rival sdhool
boards. As the literature 99 oligopoly behavior attests, there is a wide
range of possihle outcames.ID

.

A detailed analysis of these possibilities would take us far afield:
It is useful to note, however, that for the most likely modes-of behavior
the demand curve.for the market will probably lie between the dehand,
curve tlaat would be observed if there were pure monopsany in the market
-and the one that wauld'be observed if there were a very large nuMber of
school boards acting independently. That i;, the.demand curves DD and
DmDm in Figure 3 -3willoprobably bracket the market demand curves that
are generated as a result of monopSony ppwer and saine interdependenbe
of hiring policies among the school board4 located in a given market.

A third oligopsonistic possibility is that of independent.behavior.
Ikula, each school board recognizes that "-..aS it expands its hiring, the
wage rate is"bid up. However, no board concerns itself.with the effects
of its own hiring policy on the labor market canditions faded by other
boards.

'An example will bring out the implications of this kind of beRavior
for the market panand for teachers. Assume that there are identical--
sdhool districts within a given market, and that we are dealing with .a
dedisicn to hire one.more teadher for the entire market,,or l,k teadher
for.each school-district, where In" is the nuMber of independently acting
boards within the oligopsonistic market. From footnote 13 it is clear
that,if there.were only one school board in the market the extra Cost of
hiring an additional teacher,dTC is given by:

a Voll'

dTr.h nch
0-12 ! )= II Tch,m .

where, as before, W is the wage ratec:rch is the nuMber of teachers (per
dvita) eMplayed in the market, and °," is the rate at WhiCh the wage
rate increases as hiring is expanded:TmNith n sdhool boards in the
market, the perceived cost to each of hiring Mn adaitional teachers is:

( r.1) dTch W
(P DS 1" Tch

rT Trch n n

11/11 reflects the basic wage c)st bp each district of hiring an additional-
1n teacher. The other terms in equation (4!--13) represent the.perceived
bonus that must be paid to all teachers already on the payroll. 'In this
example, the term v 1 indicates that as a.single sdhoolbcard expands

;)Tch 171-
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its hiring...by 1/n teacher, the effect is to drive up the wage rate by

1/h timeS as much as if one full additional teacher is hired.

We recognize the fact that each board may not perceive the full

effect that its expanded hiring will have on the market wage rate, and

thus op its Own cost of teachers. In particular, if sdhool boards hire

new teachers by bidding them awaY fram other'school distribts, and the

wage necessary to encourage someone to relocate between sdhool districts

is less than aS/aTCh, then, while this term represents- the ultimate

effect of expanded hiring by one school board of the market'wage rate,

the perceiVed effect by the board doing'the hiring may bd considerably-

less than aS/aTch. Therdfore, we have included the term, cp, which

ranges between zero and one, to represent the fraceien of the effect

that a sdhool board actually has on.the market wage rate that it per-

ceives itself to have. It seems reasonable that in practiced) is

inversely related to n.
.

The final term in equation (3-13), Tch/n, indicates that as each

board expands its hiring, it must pay the increment in wages to l/n

times as many teacher's as there are in the market. NO .b4wd Considers

the effect that itS expanded hiring has on the wage billthat is paid

by other school boards in the market. Thus, from the Point of view of

each of the isolated school boards, the cost of the bonus that must be

paid to those already cn staff is, at most,-lin times the cost of the

bonus that would be perceived for an identic4 expansion in hiring if

there were a monopsony in the market. Summihg across all boards in the

market, we obtain an expression for the perceived cost of hiring one

additional teacher to be shared equally by all school districts in the

market:

(3_1) E [(ITC = w as Tch
dTch DTch n

Here, i is the ith of the n school districts.

It will be remembered that the effective demand curve for teachers

in a market where there is monopsony per aval0 can be obtained, as

in Figure 3-3, by.subtracting the bcift from the demand curve that would

obtain if there were no monopsany pc3#er in the market (DD). .It is

apparent.that for a given supply of teachers, if there.is indepen-

dent behavior by School boards e greater the number of school boards

in a market, the closer the market demand curve for teachers wiA be to

DD.16 ThuS, combining equation t344) with the value marginal product

conditions given in footnote 13 above, we have the following formulation

for the demand curve for teachers:

(3-15) W = Sr P aot - (1) . Teh .

aTch aTch n

Here, the first set ofterms on the right hand side of the equation

again represents the marginal product of teachers, and the second set

of terms represents the reduction in demand that results from the

effects of perceived monopsony power, weighted inversely by the'number
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ut scpool boards in the q iven teachrs' market. Notice that as n

approaches 1 (with = 1), obtain the demand equation for a monopsany

market structure (i.e., equation f-3-11) . As n approadhes Infinity, we
have the equation fOr market demand where there is campetition ip%the

labor market (eqUation (3=M). In ganefal, where there is indepafident

bchavior by school boardswhere- marketinterdependence is not redognized7.-
the market demand .curve.for teachers will be betueen DD and DmDm in

Figure 4-3. Thus, as setims reasonable, other things the same, the demand
curve for a marlalt where there is same mcnopsony power And independent
benaiior will be.bracketed by the demand durveS that obtain where in
hiring there is a single monopsonist, on the one hand, and where there
is oc.:41petition, on.the other.

V

ihe next step,in shaping the analytical framework is to drop another
of the simplifying assumptions that has constrained our.analysis up to

this point. Specifically, we nol.onger assume that all teadhers are

hamo4.7,11aeous. Instead, weexplicitly incorporate into our analysis a
number of neasums of the kind of preparation that teadhers have-had,
and of the teachers' ability to teach.- The presumption is that these
measures will bear a relationship to the outcome of the learning process.

The dimensions of teadher.quality inclUde the following: the experience

of the teadher, the amount of formal training the teaCher has received,
whptber ow not the formal training-is in the field in whiCh the teaCher.
in Net :leaches, the'teachers' ability to carmunicate verbally, and the
teachers'"dedication to the jeb.

One way:of introduclng these dimensions of 4teacher quality" into

our analysis is to include them as separate arguments in the educational

prodztian function. Frey has taken this course in.analyzing teadher

- _salary ccterminat ion for those special circumstances where the supply
of eIch dintmsion of labor quality is perfectly elastic.17 The crucial
assumption which underlies this type of approadh is that.the public and
the school board behave as if they are maximizing the amount ofdstudent
learning given the constraints of the education ction function

- and the overall 1:ndget for the community. In turn, !Tiainization implies

that the nurber of teachers hired and the .quality chara istics of

these teachers aie stidh that the marginal dollars- spent ton each type of
,educational input result in'the same,size increfie4ts to tudent learning,

and that the value to the community of each such 1.ncrement is set equal
to the marginal cost of education.

There is little evidence that the differences in the teaCher-student
'ratios that are observed,across school districts are in fact associated

with differences in learning. 18, Nevertheless, a Npothesis that demand
for'teadhers is determined as if the public and sdhool boards are
attempting to maxj_thize the valire of education to the community, where
education is produced by teaChers and student time'and demand-for educa-
tional inputs js constrained by community income, is a reasonable
starting point for.analyzing the sources of demand ftrteachers. The

9



intuitive feeling that_class size must have an impact an studentlearning is deeply ingrained in public attitudes. Thus, it would seemto be a safe bet that even when oonfionted with evidence that classsize has little discernible relationship to learning, the so-called panon the street'or, indeed, the educational economist would not vote tosave taxes by raising average class size substantially. Without massivenew evidence to the contrary, the intuitive feeling that dlads'sizehow must make a difference may frequently be expected to lead voters tobehave as if more learning per student is produced En smaller classesthan in larger ones.19

While the general pUblic may also express a desire for high qualityteachers, the demand for particular quality related teachers' character-istics is not likely to be as strong as the demand that is generated infavor of small classes. This is so for a nuMber of important reasons.

First, there is no evidence that demonstrates a consistentlinkbetween same easily discernible
teacher characteristjs that ip anindicator of teacher quality and educational output."

Second, changes in teaOher quality are not nearly as.visible tothe public and to school boards as are changes in teacher-studentratios. And similarly, the importance of these teacher Characteristicsto the Learning process is not as clearly perceived as is the so-calledimportance of class size as &determinant of learning. COnsequently,the fact, for example, that many mathematics courses in a particularschool are being taught by people trained in social studies is unlikelyto generate the kind of political repercussions that may result fromovercrowded classrooms'and split sessions.21

Third, the school board does not have control of the kind of
instruments that Would allow it to trade off the various dimensions ofteacher quality against one another cn the margin. For example, wehave argued above that because the labor relations implications wouldbe highly unfavorable, the school board, in the long run, cannot hopeto exercise sigl)ifitant control over the average experience level offaculty members. Another factor whicli inhibits efficient control ofteacher quality is the single salary schedule. The existence of thisschedule prevents'school districts fram hiang to teach in each fieldonly those who were trained in the field without paying a largt,premiumto those in a discipline where there is a turplus of teachers." Thus,in many cases, even if the school boards

were willing to'trade offamong types of teacher quality, and to trade off between teacher qualityand quantity, the policy tools which would permit an efficient tx4del-off are, for what are essentially institutional reasons, absent."

Our skeptical view about the reasonableness of a mcdel whichpostulates that school districts trade-off between educational qualityand quantity is supported by the two pieces of direct evidence that .have been derived from the Coleman data." Drawing from a study ofthe ODlen data by Hanusek, Levin combined Hanusck's estimates of the
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margival pro(luctiyi ty of the two teacher characteristics that had a
.c.ensistent relationship to student learriing--teacher verbal score and
tnadier ipstirvites of the .costs of theSecharacteristics.
For Black students, Hi: iirv.-4na1 product 5f a dollar spent on teachers'
verbal al-Ality apnroximately five tines that of the marginal product
of a dollar seeqp_on teacher's' experimce. For ,,,thite stu43rlts, the ratio
was ten to one. -3 If the school districts were in fact
put ,...4th raspect to these dinrhsions of teacher quality, e marginal
.products per dollarypent on each type of teacher quality/would have,
jeen the same.

The other piec x. of evidence whi.ch seems to indiCate that school
boards do not trade off amone.the various dimensions of 1 bor quality
and quantity .so as to maximize ottput is contained in an, article bY
ogen.26 The dimension af educational quality dealt with in this 'article
is teacher verharability--the ,dinension that Levin found to have the
highest morainal product-per dollar. Oxen's estimates indicate that
sichool boards do not offer tpighet salaries to teachers With hig er
vethal ability. A.s a result of the oonstraints of .the single s41.ary
schedule and ittle direct opportunity for merit pay, we would n
have expected direct price differentiation in the form of higher ffers
to thcee of higher verbal ability...But there is,.also no indicati in
,Owen's results that school boards t'jay higher sa1arie6 to inumase the
quality of the pcx-)1 of applicants for teaching positions. :This is so
even. though thci, payment of higher wages followed by screening the. excess
supply of applieants for those of highest quality would seem to be a
reasonable strategy for..a school board that is a "maximizer"' operating
under the constraint of the single salary schedule to folIcw in order
tO increase the quality of teachers-hired.

Owen (Les find that a higher wage, ceteris,pariliels, is associated
lith a higher onali ty faculty. Rut this result seems only to reflect
the fact that high inux_sli -! carraunities pay higher Wages and thus attract -

a higher qualit-,,P c-fol of job cvplicants. There, is no evidence here that-
school boaf-ds are brhaving as they would if they were attempting to max-
imize educational. output, , w do not see that the higher wages
reflect a oonScious effort cn- their part to attrac*hi r guality labor.

The thvious c!uestiori suggested by the previo
does the explain the behavior Of sthool hoards?
question should shed light onthe relationship of
of teathe.K quid ity to the demand for teachers' se

iscussion is how
answer to this

e various dinensions
ices.

In'our 11+-_!..../th'f. goal of the school boards is to provide a reason-
able arnctunt of educational F-;ervictes, (not necessarily the maximirn amount
pczssible given a budget constraint) while avoiding as many conflicts
with teachers and :)arents as possible. Accordingly, the schedules for
rewarding the fonwil training 'and experience of teachers, licensing
neguirerents, and jth reciiii±nents pertaining to other dimensions of4
teacher quality am set to be cerisistent with miles of, thiarb or Principles
that an2 generally accepted .throiltitiout..the education profession. We cb

4
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not wish to ,imply that a tridency for school, boards ho follow rules of
,thumb means' that they will not react tt, market forces. 'This is obviously

not the case.. It simply means that reaction to certai h market situations
will not be the same as that predicted by maximi zing thnory.

Tb clarify the difference in the avior of a school board which
is a "maximizer" 'from that of A- board t at operates in accordance with
rules of thumb, Consider the following eicample: :;uppose that after

operating for sore tire under a particular salary schedule, a school
board finds that a very large number of teachers in the district continues
on to graduate school to earn morn credits. As h result each faculty
member receives a relatively high salary, which puts an unexpected
strain on the.budget. One obvious reaction of al nr school board would be'

to restrtct new hires ,to those who have nn advancvd training. Hut i f

this' option is not pvidlableperhaps because the faculty is turning
over slowly and tbere are no new openiingsthen the two types of school
boards mAY be expected to react quite6 di f ferent 1 y.

A school bobrd which behaves as a "maximizer".' is likely to follow

a policy that cails for it to lower somewhat the premium paid for post-
graduate education, still ..hllowing perhaps for more formal education than
was planned for when drawing up the original salary schedule. The in-

crease, in formal education allowed wnuld reflect the effects of a greater
relative preference for" formai edecation on the part of faculty and elm
a lower relative supply price for' formal education than was at first

thought/to exist.
1

In contrast, a "satisficing" school board, which follows rules of

thumb and thus operates in accordance with a wide] N., accepted salary

schedule, might react in a number of other ways. One possibility is for

it to hold down salary increases over time so as to lower, relatively,
average salaries across the board.. Such a policy would, of course, have

deleterious effects on othek dimensions of teaeller quality. Another

possibility is for the school board to compensate for the higher than

expected earnings for teaCherS by allowing/class size to increase. A

/ third possibility is for the school board t6 appeal to voters for an
expanded budget' to compensate for the higher leyel of teacher salaries.

Whatever the precise nature of this adjustment, once it is comPieted

' in each sChcol sYstem one would probably observe a higher level of formal

training for teachers than was expected when the board originhlly planned

the school/ budget. However, assuming that both types of School boards
start fral the same initial position, the ultimate miX that one Observes

am thong e Ivaricus dimensions of teacher qualityand the relatiqnship of
quality to quantitywill probably be quite different for the two- school

.Anc.1, of course, the salary schedules will also be different:

The evidence that we have reviewed previously ds not consistent

. with the maximization hypothesis. As an alternative, we have suggested

that school boards-behave as if they .operate in accordance with broad .

rules of thubb and within generally accepted equitable guidelineS-



what is corronlY termed "satisfieiee" behavior. ye find the alternate

thoory to be,roet anpealiue rn a 2.1.-iori grounds. It postulates die kind

of policy (feci.iion'; 'that, in- ou-r vieW-, -are most likely to enerCie in a

market. situation like that in public educaticn wheie,there is virtually
a conelete lar.T.- of competition, only a sketchy idea of haw output is
measured and prexluced--except perhaps for the strong conviction that
smaller classes lead to More learninq--and where political inter-
relationships appear to-May a rple 'at least as important as many of

.!

the market variables.

If we aro rorrect aiid the only attempf at maximization by schcol
boards involves nonipulation of the teacher-student ratio; then the
modifications of the suOply and demand curves'developed thus far in
this chapter so that they rlflect teacher quality effects are simple
and,straightforward. . Consider first 4e supply side. Let Qual represent

a vecbor of teacher- attributes such/as education, experience; and verbal.

ability. To allow for die qualityreffects pn the supply.prioe of labor,.

Qual should be included among the excgenou factors.influencing labor

supply. The expectation is that the cniality dimensions are positively'

related to opportunity ..est. ilienlfore, in the long run, where -an

individual is free to 'choose the level of -training, higher values far,
the Qual varid)les will be associated with an tIrydard shift in the

supply curve.

Similarly, on the demand side some of the (Nal variables may appear
as.exogenous factors in the demand curve. To expand somewhat on our pre-

vious example, if at a particular due the teachern in-a school district
have garnered unexpectedly high levels of experience, or have surprised

the board hy obtaining considerably more formal training than was at
first expected, compensation La accordance with a standard salary schedule
will mean that, if no budgetaryadjustments are made, fewer teachers will
be hired dhan was anticipated. In Simple terms, a shift of the.supply
curve' will cause a movement alcng the deuand curve. However, if'the
teachers and school boards can then effectively advertise to sell voters
cm the neeM for smaller classes--r-erhars pointing to the higher quality
of teachers ahd hie-0er salaries .as the source of the preblemr-voters may
then he persuaded to increase-educaticnal taxes, shiftina demand out do

the right. If the.budget'is' often changed in response to ekogenous
shifts in teadier eualitv, then the relevant Qual variables should be
included.as exogenous factors in tne demand curve for teachers.

VI

The analysis of union impact on teachers' talaries and educaticn

costs involves a numper of ccmplicated issues. First, previous studies,

of union behavior indicate that the i.pr,act of the union on wages Will

denend-unen the goals.of the union.2 e
in some areas these goals may

.

encempass'only iss wues pertaining to _a; en other areas, jcb conditicns

may be a major focus of unicn concern. 8 Second, the union impact may

be strongly inflirthced Ly the nature (--.)f the pohitical organizatien that
is responsible for Setting salaries.- WelIincp:on and Winter have dis-



cussed in detail many of the possible:organizational structures tor

financing education and the implications of,these for union wage setting

ability.29 A third factor which is of hmportance in influencing the
ultimate,ignact of a union on teacher salaries is the "price" elasticity
of demand.Jv The MOM inelastic is demand, the less serious is the
employment effect of union induced wage increases, and thus the more
sizeable is the union impact on the wage bargain.

The fourth fadtor which may influence the size of union impact
an wages is the degree of organization of the union. The effect of

teachers' union organization on wages has been measured in a variety

of ways in a growing nuMber of studies.31 The data utilized in these
studies include cross-section datafor large,cities and bnr areas
within a state, cross-state data, and cross-sectional time series
data. Taken together these studies seem to-indicate that the union
impact on teathers' salaries is considerably less than are unions'

effect on earnings in other sectors.32

One thing that Should be considered in evaluating these studies
is the age of teachers' unions. These unions began to emerge only
in the middle 19t0's.. Thus, even if over the'past few years they have

exerted considerable,influence on the size of salary increases for

teadhers, this ddes not mean that the union impact on the level of

teachers' salaries is as yet large enough to be easily observed in

cross-section spudies.

A complete analysis of the impact of teadhers' unions would

consider the interactions of the various factors which affect union

strength with the degree of union organization. However, such a
comprehensive analysis would seem to be more than is necessary to -
answer one of the major questions that concern us in this study: what

,are the sources of factor cost differentials in education? FOr our

purpose, it is adequate to deal with unions bR., including their influence

as a factor in the reduced form version of the wage equation which is

presented in the empirical Chapter below.

VII

The teadher generally plays an importAl and a widely respected

role in the community. In addition,,-teachimg'is, for many people, an

attractive and a thallenging profession. In some places, given-a strong

attraction of a teaching career to a reasonable fraction of the labor

force, the market clearing wage for teachers may be quite low. However,

the paynent of too low a wage to teaChers is likely to be difficult to

reconcile with the importance of the role played by teachers. In those

areas where the forces of Supply and demand would ordinarily lead to a

law level of feathers' salaries, there may be saw social pressure to

adjUst that wage upward. In other words, the hypothecis set forth:here
is that in many communities there is a standard for a fair teadiers',

salary". Sudi a standard may be geared to median community income,

perhaps adjusted for the relative number of wvks worked: or the stan-

-34
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dard may reflect_ srrIme community-wide cono?.pt of what it costs to "prpperly"
bring up a family. In addition, the standIrd would probably be influenced
by whether teachers are stereotyped in,the oommunity as prime wage earners
or secondary workers.3-5

The "fair beachers' salary" standard may affect the wage rate for
teadhers in a community in a number of ways. One relatively simple
possibility is illustrated in Figure 3-5. In that figure, the demand
curve which would Obtain in the absence of a community standard is
represented by D1D2. The supply curve is given by S1S2.

Employmeni,

q2

Figure 3.-5

The'community-determined "fait teadhers' salary".iS' represented by,
FiF3. In this simple case, the effective demand curve for determining
the wage rate is given by D1F2F3. If, as in the diagram, S1S2 and D1D2
intersect at a wagabelow the standard wage, OF1., then OF1 is the wage
rate paid. On the other hand, if D1D2 and S1S2 intersect at a wage at
or Above OF1, the wage rate and emplpyment are such that the marginal
factor cost and marginal value product of teachers' servicesare equated.

Another possibility is that the eventual demand price for teadhers
at any Quantity 'of:teachers hired is a cempramise between the marginal
value product of teadhers' services and the-community standard for a
fair wage. In notational 'form, we have:

3$
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(3-16) W = F(,Wd),

where Wd is the demand price for labor, as derivedabove in'
equations (3-7') and (3-8), W is the-community's concept'of a "fair
salary" and W is the demand price for teachers adjusted for pro-
ductivity and community standards of fairness.34

In those cases where the wage rate paid is the_"fair teadhers'
wage", there is the additional problem of deciding what is the
appropriate level of employment. One possibility is that although
the 'community will not pay teachers a wagerate below the "fair"

standard, they hire teachers only to the point where the marginal
value product of teachers'. services equals the standard wage. For

the example, in,Figure 3-5 the implied level of employment would bp
all. In this circumstance,. there is an excess supply of teadhers

equal to q1q2. Another possibility is that 0q2 teachers are hired.
While in this case the wage rate exceeds the value of the marginal

product, there is no teadher unemplayment in the community.

There are a number of implications of theexistence bf a "fair

teachers' salary" for the supply and demand for teadhers. Consider

for example, a situatiansuch as that-pictured in figure 3-5. *In that

dase, sthall shifts in supply have no effect an the wage rate and may

or may not have en effect an teacher employment. If employment is

determined where the "fair wage" is set equal to the value of the
marginal product, then modest shifts in supply will not affect employ-

ment. If employment is dhosen to be at same other level, say 0q2,
Shifts in supply may then be reflected in differing emPloyment levels.
Similarly, in Figure 3-5it can be seen that although small al-lenges in

the productivity of teachers Toy affect the position of D1D2, they may

have no effect on teadhers' salaries. Analogous to what was said above,
such shifts in demand may or may not have an impact on the employment

level of teachers.

Further complications in the analysis follow from the realization

that the attainment of the "fair teachers' salary" is only one of the

goals, facing the community. A detailed consideration of the alternatives

would take us far afield, but one thing should be made clear.' Trade,offs

between the goal of a "fair teadhers' salary" and the other educational

and non-educational goals of the pUblic sector may at times have unusual

implications for the demand curve for teadhers. FOr example, in areas

where there are a large number of students enrolled in pUblic schools,

so that expenditures cin education constitute a relatively large fraction

of the local public sector budget, there May be same tendency to forego

a portion of the utility gained in paying a "fair teadhers' salary" in
order to keep the education budget at'what is viewed as a reasonable

leve1.35 Ibis raises the posSibility that larger enrollments in public

schools may lead to lower, rather than to higher, teachers' salaries.

Sucka relationship would not be inhibited by constraints on the supply

side as long as the "fair teadhers' salary" exceeded the reservation

price of teachers.
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We have explored several alternative models of wage and employment
determination in the labor market for teachers. These models range from
a relatiVely.straightforward supply and demand framework to others which
incorporate the effects of market power and teadher guality, and finally
the influence of community preferences for a "fair teadhers' salary". '

The theoretical analysis itself has, in a number of instances,
pointed tO-setiOuS`preblers that will be encountered in estimating the
structural equations of same of the alternative models. 'Two sudh
problems are associated with those versians of the analysis that presume
that school beards are in a position to exercise market power. One is
that the demand curve whidh is relevant to this analysis (e.2., equation
(3-111) is composed of a series of multiplicative and additive elements.
As a result, estimation requires the use of some sort-of an algebraic
approximation to the true demand curve or the use of nonlinear estimating.
techniques. .Another emblem is that'where there is market power on the
part of the school board, the demand curve itself is not identified.
What might at first appear to be the demand curve is likely to be, but
will not necessarily be, flatter than the true demand curve. More
serious than these preblems are the very complicated ones that arise in
analyzing wage determination in a circumstance where the public has a
desire to see that the compensation of teadhers is in accordance with
the teadhers' standing in the cammunity. In this circumstance, Observa7
tions of teachers' salary and employment may not be along either the
conventional supply or deMand curves. In addition, changes in factors
exogenous to the supply and demand curves may, at times, have'an effect
on teadhers' salaries and employment. At other times, diffgrences in
these exogenous factors may have no visible impact on salaries and
employment:

It should he apparent that without relatively precise information
on the way in which the standard for a "faif- teadhers' salary" is
determined, it will be very difficult to Obtain reliable estimates of
the structuraIequations of a model in 4hidh the "fair teadhers' salary"
standard plaqiS an important role. Moreover, as the resulta- of our
empirical Talysis indicate, there is reason to believe that.the "fair
teachers1 salary" concept does, in fact, play a role in influericing
teachers' salaries.

The implication of thc,above is that it will be difficult to Obtain
accurate empirical estimates of the structural equations'of the various
models'that have been developed in this chapter. The problems that have
been raised with respect to estimating the structural ations of these
models do not, however, seem to be quite as serious when 't comes to
estimating the reduced form wage equations implied by the models. An
important reason for this is th3t reduced form estimate are less
sensitive to the kind of specification error in which a variable is
placed in the wrong structural equation, or in which it is included
in too many or too few of the structural equations. Sudh errors are
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quite likely to occur in a modal which includes an equation for the
"fair teadhers' salary" standard. For while we know that this standard
may be influenced by variables that appear-both in the supply arid in
the demand curves, we do not know precisely Which variables are involved.
Accordingly, we have decided to confine the empirical analysis, which is
presented in the next dhapter, to the estimation and manipulation of.the
reduced form wage equations that are suggested by the mcdels that have
been aeveloped here.

4 4
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Mr/NOTES FOR ampTnR 4

1For a well-known exposition of the long-runmodel of-occupational
choice, see M. Friedman, rrice Theorv,'revised edition, Chicago 962,,
Ch. 11.

2For further discussion see A.L. Gustman, "On Estimating the Rate
of Return to Education" Applied Economics, June 1973, pp....89-99. For
another measure of supply price.of labor for entry into a labor market
see, G.E. Johnson, "The Demand for Labor by Educational Category,"
Southern Economic Journal, 37, October 1970, pp. 19.0-204.

3A widely used measure of earnings which relates to earnings over
-a-lifetime is the rate of return. See, for example, G.S. Becker and
B.R. Chiswick "Education and the Distribution of Earnings', American

.

Economic Review, 56, May 1966; pp. 358-69.. Carol and Parry hav9
measured the value of earnings discounted at various rates of interest,
for over sixty occupations. These calculations were meant by the).
authors to suggest guidelines fOr rational occupational Choice.'
A. Carol and S. Parry, "The Economic Rationale of Occupational Choice,"
Industrial and Labor Relations Review, 21, January 1968, pp. 183-196.

4For a discussion of teachers' salary schedules, see J.A. Kershaw
and R.N. McKean, Teacher Shortages and Salary Schedules, New York 1962.

51f parents and students are sensitive to.differences in.sehool
quality, the size of the student body in the pUblic set-1°91s in an area
Fay vary as a result of change in the size of the teadhing staff. Mere
specifically, differences in sChool quality mayaffect.the tendency to
drop out and tile propensity'to enroll in private sChools. See A.L. GUstman.
and G.B. Pidot, Jr. "Interactions Between Educational Spending and Enroll-
ment," Journal of Human Resources, Ninter 1973, pp. 3-23. School quality
may,also influence enrollments if it has an effect on the decisions of
fan4lies to locate in different geographical areas, e.g., in'the city or
in its sdburbs..

, j6This is a simplified version of the type of educational production
function which has been employed in a nurriber of recent articles on the
demand for education. See, for example, W.W. McMahon, "An Economic
Analysis," of the Major Determinants of - 'tures on Public Education,':
Review of rconcnics and Statistics, 52, August 1970, pp. 242-52. AISo
see J.C. HaMbour, L. Phillips, H.L. VOtey, Jr., "Optimal Community
Educational Attainment: A Simultaneous Equation Approadh," Review of
Economics and Statistics, 55, February 1973, pp. 98-103.

7As in the articles cited Above, for laCk of available data, we
ignore the capital input,

alhe demand curve in (4-6) is specifiedso that the price of educa-
tion depends on the average level of learning-per student and the nuMber
of students. A.more complicated formulation might also consider the
distributicn of learning fe.2., the variance. of Oh with, for example,
the value of additional Q aepending on its distance, for 4 particular
student, from the average value of Q for all students.
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9Analyses of this type have been undertaken.by Hambour et al.,

22.. cit. and by D.E. Frey in his "Wage Determination in PubliEgEhools

and. Effects of Unionizqion," in D.S. Hamermesh, editor, Labor in

the .Public and Nbnprofit SeCtors; Princetbn University Press,--forth-
coming. .The general assumption is that the goal Cif the sdhool board

is to, maximize the surplus value of education over cost, i.e, the net

value of education (NV); sUbject.to the constraint provided by the

production function of equation' (3-3). In accordance with HaMbour et al.

we note that the goal,of the sdhool board may be .written as

Max OM
dubject

Substituting
Max m
subject

The solution

-

=f PdTp - W Tch,
to Q = Q(St, Tch, SES, Pop)
frm (4-4) above:
= St/PdQ - W Tch,

to Q = Q(St, Tch, SFS; Pop).
is given by:
StIPX, W Tch A (C) Q (St, Tch, SiSS, Pop)).

Solving we have;

Sil= St P -A = 0,
dQ
d9 -44

aQ
irch

0, and
dTdh B

st p = WPQPTch.
Tnus, for a maximum, it is necessary*that

aQ
rfch

where 34 . stnich

. St P = W,

P is equal to the value of the marginal product of a

,1unit of teacher's services.

1°With the notable exception provided by the work of Landon and

Baird, those who have conducted the other studies of unions apd the

teacher labor iharket that are cited in this paper have all assumed

that the supply curve of teachers is perfectly elastic. J.H. LandOn

and R.N. Baird, "Mbnopsony in the Market for Public School Teachers,'"

American Economic Review, 61, December 1971, pp. 966-71.

11R.N. Baird and J.H. Landon, "Comment," Industrial and Labor
BelationS Review, 25,'April 1972, pp. 410-416 and H.'Kasper, "Reply,"

ibid.,. pp. 417-423:

12The discussion here is couched in too-simple terms.
Boards have substantial latitude in exercising their monop
sonistic position, although often 'this is cOnstrained by the
need to negotiate master contracts. Given the existence of
salary schedules for determining payments to,teachers, boards
can adjust the overall level of the schecrule by merely raising
the first-step salary with commensurate adjustmentsin other
steps, by increasing (or decreasing) the wage gap between
salary steps, by altering this number of steps in a given
salary track, by changing the number of tracks', or any com-
bination of these. The discussion glosses over these com-
plexities of the teachers' wage determination process.
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13711e maximization procedure that underlies equation (3-10)above
is essentially the same. as that contained in footnote 9, which,pertains

to equaticn The school board, to,achieve its goal of maximizing
the net value of educatiOn to the community, maximizes 9 where

9 = StrP(St, INC, Y, Z)dC) - 11 Tch
- x ,(:?Est, Tch, SES, Popfl .

In solvinglhis, we have as before:

le
= st P = 0. ,

Hawever, for9 , utilizing equation (3-94 we have:
:)11th

W Tch
Tch )T ch 0"1Tch

The differer= fraa the result in footnote 9 reflects the non-zero value
fOr the slope of the supply- curve, 3S . Combining the-equations for

)(3/3Q and )9f)Tch, we obtain eguatiT76-10) above.

14The slope of the supply curve, c , at Tch = T*, is equal to

b(a + bT*) for the soai-Jog case, and A 1 to b (log 'a + b log T*)
Tr*

for the log-log case. In .Joth instances, it is Clear that the slope is

a positive function of'"a".
.

.

15For exanple, see (1.T,. Nordguist, "The Breakup of the Maximization.*
Principle, reprinted in D.R. Kamerschen, editor, Readings in Microeconomics,
Cleveland 1967, pp. 278-298. , ,

16Landon and Baird, 22. cit, use the nuMber of schoolApoards in the
county as an inverse measUre ErMoncpsony poWer. They find empirically
that this masure dOcs have the eNpected relationship to wage rates
egotiated by small and moderate size school bcerds.. If their results
are correct, they indicate that in these areas the mobility of teachers
may be qvite limited, and thus that the size of.a market is quite small.

see aLso Kasper, ''Reply," cit
In their article-in the American Economic Review (sk. cit.), Landon,

and Baird note that the mcnopsony effect appears to be weaker in the
larger cities. They attribute this finding to the fact that all of the
school districts in the large cities prdbably, have same degree of
monopsony power.. For our samOle of- 83 large city school districts,,we
find that on the average( there are 31 school districts in each relevant
SMSA area. Moreover, the populations in the central cities _account on
the average for only 40 percent of the corresponding SMSA population.
Ibis suggests the possibility of extensive canpetitian for teachers in
many of the large urban areas. If the cempetition_in theSe areas is
greater than elsedhere in the state, this would of oourse explain the
Landon and Baird findings of relatively.weak monopsony effects in urban
areas. For further discusSion of this point, see the empirical Chapter
below,
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;

17D. Frey, 2E. cit.

18See, for example, H. Levin, "A Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of
Teacher Selection," Journal of HuMaThResources, V (No. 1), Winter 1970,
pp. 24-33, and.the li.E.Egf-ure cited therein.

19:A recent Gallup poll supports the view that the pUblic believes
that class size is an important determinant of learning. ''Sjoecificallv,

Gallup finds that almost"80 percent of parents and non-parents alike
believe that small classes make a great deal of difference to student
aehievement and progress. G.H. Gallup, "Fifth Annual Gallup Poll of
Public' Attitudes Toward Education," Phi Delta Kappan, Septerrber 1973,

p. 41.

20In addition to Levin, 2E. cit., see Coleman, et al., F
of.Educational Opportunity, U.S..5rfice.ofEducation, lga, an
L.J. Perl, "Family Background, Secondary School Expenditufe, and
Student Ability," Journal-of Human Resources, VIII, No. 2, Spring 1973,
pp. 1567181. A reTialeV75re-Te-re-vant literature is contained in
H.A. Averoh, et al., "How Effective is Sdhooling? ,A Critical Review
and Synthesis of Research Findings," Rand Corporation Report to"the
Presidenys COmmission on School Finance, DeceMber 1971.

-"Jur contentionbere is not that the'public is unconcerned about

teadher ;6pality. There.is evidence to thr gnntrary (Gallup, 220..

F4 39). Rather, iti.s that there is no reliable index of teadher
quality that can be easily perceiv-d by the public.

.22For a discussion of this problem, see J. Kershaw and R. McKeon,
. cit. See also H.M. Levin, "Redruiting Teachers for Large City ' (

ls,"'unpUblished manuscript, Brookings Institution, 1968.

23The Chairman of a local schoolnboard indicates that the only
time the board has manipulated the steps or tracks in the pay schedule,
they did so by adding a-track for those attaining 15 post-masters, degree
creditS between the M.A. and M.A. plus 30 tracks. Thcy did this to
raise salaries for a friction of the teachers (those who had between 15
and 30 post-M.A. credits) in a year when the across board increase was
well below what the teachets had expected. The purpose was to quiet

somewhat teacher objections to the new contract. The chairman expressed
strong doubts that manipulation of relative salaries within the schedule
would have any impact on teacher qualifications, or that formal qualifi-

cations beyond three years' experience have any effect on student learning.

; 24Given what are now well known problems with the Coleman data,
caution is called for in applying any results derived from these data.
Or further discussion, see S. Bowles and H.M. Levin, "The Determinants
of Scholastic Achievement, An Appraisal of Some Recent Diidence,"
Journal of.Human Resources, 3, Winter 1968, pp. 3-25; and C. Jencks,

92. 67E:
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25HM LevinTh. cit., p. 32. It should be noted that Levin
uses a reduced form wage equation to estimate the marginal cost of
each type of quality input. For these estimates to be useful in
estimating marginal cost, 6ne would have to assume that the supply'of
each type of labor quality is perfeetly elastic.

26J.D. Owen, "Toward a PUblic Employment Wage Theory: Econametric
Evidence on Teacher Quality," Industrial and Labor Relations Review,
25, Janbary -1972, pp. 213-222.

-27For a general discussion,-see for example A.M., Cartter, Theory of
Wages .and _Employment, Homewood, Ill. 1959.

29Hall and Carroll find that unions have a significant-impact'an
clas size. Their results are.quite puzzling, however. They indicate
that achers' unions raise class size proportionately more than they
raise salaries. Thus the. effect of teachers' unions, according to
their study, is to lower the per r;tudent costs of education! W.C. Hall ,

and N.E. tarroll, "The Effects of Teadher Organizations on Salaries and
Class Size"; Industrial and Labor Relations Review, January 1973, pp. 834-41.

-.
.

29H.11. .Nbilington and R.V. Winter, Jr., The Unions and Jhe Cities,
Washington, D.C. 1971. -

.

30For a discvssioo in the context of pUblic -employment in general,
see R.G. Ehrenberg, "The Demand for State and Local Government EMployees"
American Economic Review, June 1973,,pp. 366-379.

31These studies include H. Kasper, 14.The Impact of Collective Bargain
ing on PUblic School Teadhers," Industrial enolLabor Relations Review, 24,
October 1970, pp. 57=72; R.N. Baird, and J.H.- Landan,."Oomment,"
H. KAper, "Replyi" cit.; R.J. Thornton, "The.Effects of Collective
Negotiationg on Relative Teacher's Salaries;" Quarterly Review of Ecanomics
and BusinesS, Winter 1971, pp. 37-46; W.C. Hall and N.E. Carroll, "The'
Effect -ca'acher.Organizations on Salaries and Class size," al, cit.;

Schmenmer,'-'"The Determinants of MUniciPal Employee Wages,w Ail,Tew of
Economics and Statistics, 55, February 1973,'pp. 83-90; D.E: Frey, "Wage
Determination in PUblic Schools and theEffects of Unionization,"m. cit.;
D.E. Frey, 'Wage and Employm ient Effects of C011ective'Bargaining n New
Jersey," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton 1973.

-
32In summarizing the results of-recent-work, Kaaper states:
"The BairdIlandon results on medium size cities suggest a
positive effect of 4.9 percent on starting salaries from
teacher representatidn; the Thornton results, for large
cities, a 3.7 percerit effect using the same variables; my
work using different measures of average salaries.seems to
span-the gap ranging from 0-4.9 percent, with greater con-
fidence toward the lower end. All these results seem to
be fairly consistent with ea& other and the results which
Ashenfelter recently produced for firemen.: As the'song
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puts it, 'seven and a half cents [isn't] a helluva lot,'

and I do not think this is either." H. Kasper, "Reply,"

2E. cit., p. 423.

The highest estimate of the effect of teachers' unions is contained ,

in Schmenner. He estimates that an increase fruit zero to 100 percent

union meMberShip will increase teadhers'/wages by 12to 14 percent (m. cit.,

p. 90).

33For a related analysis which contains the microtheoretic frame-
work for analyzin4 the.trade-off between the attaihment of a fait

distribution of income or'a higher level of individual consumption,

see R.H. Soott, "Avarice, Altruism, and Second Party-Preferences,"
Quarterly journal of Economics, 86, February 1972, pp. 1-18. It

Should be noted that the existence of a "fair teadhers' salary"

standard may cut two ways. That is, if the forces'of supply and 'demand

(exclusive of the'influence of the "fair salary") would bring About a

high teaChers' wage, the impact'of the Salary standard May be to lower

teadherS'_ salaries.

.340ne possible.functional relationship betweenW and W'cl is

pictured in the fi4ure below and is labelled F. It can be seen that

over the relevant range, the greater'the difference between Wci and W,

the larger the compensating difference between11 and W. .

45 degre line
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A specific functional form which suggests itself and underlies
the diagram in'this figure iS

_
II fp

The importance of the "fair.wage" to the ccumunity is reflected in the
, size of the parameterl) . If IP i zero, then iq is equal to Wavand the
cannunity.concept of a fair wage for teachers will have nO effect an the
demand price for teachers, If IP has a value of 1, the communitOwill
always offer the "fair wage" 1-4, as its demand price.

It should be noted that,F may notbe symetroi.cally distributed
around the fair wage. For eXample, the pressure ppaadjust u.mges to the
community standard-may be greater where actual earniAgs fall below the
'community standard than when they'exceed it. To test for Such a non-

\ syMmetric structure for F,-we would need a good indicaticn of the.value
of N within a commUnity.

35SoMe'support for a view that total spending an education is
determined predcminantly by Community inccme ahd wealth and is not
influenced very'strongly by public school enrollments is, contained in
Gustman and Pidot. They find that, at leaStfor large'city school
aistricts in 1962, spending. on educaticn increased much less than
proOortionately with public schipol enrollments. A.L. Gustman and
GAL Pidot, Jr., "Interactions Between Educational Spendingand
Fnrollments," Journal of Human Resources, -8, Winter 19.73, pp. 3-23. .
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cilapter 4

lEACIMPS' LNIOR MARKE;T:

Empirical Analysis

, -

The analysis r,1",the previous chapter suggests that reliable

estimates of ele structural equations that constitute 'the basic

elements of 1. model of the labor market for tee.chers:,will be dif

ficult to clare by. A pragmatic alternative to an ,attempt .to es-

timate thc. structural equations is an empirical analysis which
focuses on a reduced form equation. The dependent variable 'of the-

reduced form equation is,teachers' selaries4 The exogenous factors

that are normally included in the supply and demand curves for teachers

are-the independent variables. It should be recognized that estimates
of the teduced form equation cannot provide answers to the questions

raised about the precise nature of the supply and demand curves for

teachers. Nevertheless, these estiMates are likely to provide what

are rough but relatively reliable answers to questions that are of

considerable import'anCe to the pursuit of public policy.

In ?articular, the estimates of the reduced form equations should

provide an indication of the relative importance of supply versus demand

related factors in determining teachersk salaries. Ap we have noted .

previcusly, supvly-side factors may lead to significant differences in

teachers' salaries emonggeographic areas: If this is in fact the case,

then prograns whidh atterpt to equalize educational-opportunity by

equalizing spending per .student cadjusting perhaps for differential

needs for campensatoty education) without elbowing for the effects of

the teachers' salary difterentials in different labor markets are

likely to fail. lhat'is, while such programs may eliminate sane sources
of educatianal inequality, they create a situation where factor cost ,

differentials are likely to play an inportant role as a source of

inequality of educational opportunity. Contrastingly, if it turns out

that supply-side.factors Are not a major reason for salary differentials,

then efforts to equalize opportunity by egueli4ing spending per student

(adjusted for need) may well sUcoeed.

There are a nuMber of factors which our previous analysis suggests'

ought to be includedin a reduced form eguaticn that is meant to ekplain

variations in teachers' salaries among area's. A formulation which

utilizes, for the most part, the notation of the previous dhapter is

,as'follows:

f (-cc ,Pop ,SIZ ,ING,Y ,Z .

Here. OC = opportunity cost of teaching,

`QUAL = a vector of teacher attributes midi as education

and experiencs,



(17,1 =.union influence,

N = a Ilasure of the non-pecuniary advantages of teadhing,

Enr = nirber of students enrolled in public sChools,

Pop = populatial,

f-;ES = an index of the socioeconomic status of students,

INC = incart.!,

Y = a vector measuring other sources of-funds for
financing pUblic education,

Z =.; a vector which neasures other factors that influence
demand for education (e.2., taste or demand,for non-
educational services),

n = a measure of monopsonyTpower, and

-1,71 = the community!s fair wage standard for teachers.

The'dependent variable,. W, is a measure of the money salary paid to

teachers. It is important to note that this variable does not include
a measure of the value or the cost of fringe benefits. The data on
fringes are.scatterod. and arp incomplete for our sample of cities and

states. Accordzingly, if there is A systematic positive relationship
.between fringe benefits and salaries, our results may understate the
importance of factor cost differentials as a potential source of
inequality of educational opportunity. Studies of non-wage benefits

their relation tawages in other Labor markets have pointed to the
existence-of such a r'Aositive relationship.1

A precise aescription of the data used to measure teadhers' salaries
and the independent variables in our empirical analysis is given in.
Appendix A. ihe data are all cross-sectional. Thexe.are twIp samples.'
one sample is.for the school districts (or related areas) for 83 central
cities out of Elie 113 central cities of the 85.1argest SMSA's. .The
other sample is'for the 48 contiguous states. All data are for the

period around'1969-70,

The first four tens listed in equation (41-1) represent the
influence of supply-side factors. The rati4lale for including these
fact:Ors 'in the analysis follows directly froarthe specification of
equation (3-11 and from the discussions in sections V and VI of the

preViOUS chapter. The opportunity cost of entering the teething pro-
fession in the diffe,zen_ areas in our samples is represented, by the

variable.-OC. The,opportunity cost-is measured, for each area as a
'weighted averaw of the salaries of male protessional'managerial and'
kindred personnel and of the earnings of female nurses. The weights for'
thesehpresumd representative alternative salaries for male and female
beachers are the'corresponding employment levels by sex fot teadhers
emplOyed in the puNic-schools of each central city or state.

m
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Another dimension of opportunity cost relates to the quality of the
teadher labor force. Ibis.dimension is represented here by the term

QUAL in equation (3-7). There are two variables that in practice we use

to measure QUAL: the proportion of teachers Who have receiVed a Plasters
degree (PV,) and the median age of teachers (AG). T1i i.3 former variable is

available only for the sample of cities. The latter variable is intended
for use as a measure of teacher experience and is available for both
samples.

The effects of market power on the supply Side are represented by
UN. The specific measures of union power to be utilized in our estimates
are COMP, NEG, And AFT., These variables measure, respectively; whether

or not there i8 a comprehensive agreement between the sehool board and a

group repreSenting the teachers; whether or not there isa negotiation
agreement; and whether or not the recognized organization in a distrct
with 4 negotiatien agreement:is the American Federation of Teachers.4
Thus,,these variables are dummy Variables, taking on a value of 0 or 1
in accordance With conventional estimating practices.

The nom-pecuniary asrects of a teaching position are represented
by the term N in equation One dimension of the pleasantness of
the job.is related to relative class size. Standardizing for nuMber of
hourt,taught per teadher, this can be represented by the student-teacher
ratio. .Since the reduced form equation is obtained by equating the
quantities of teachers supplied and demanded (allowing, of course, for
any excess supply associated with the existence of a "fair teadhers' ,

Aalary"),.a variable which indicates the number of teachers,employed does
not appear in the reduced form. Aile a variable which indicates the
nuMber of public school students.does appear there, the primary purpose
of including it is to measure the demand for education rather than the
working conditions of teachers. A second dimension of the attractiveness
of teadhing is,,fer a nuMber of individuals, related to the racial mix of
the student bodY.J. For this reason we include the percentage of the pop-
ulation in the central city that is not white (NH) as an independent
variable in the wage equation,;

The remaining-variables are essentially demand related. The firtt

of these, as-mentioned briefly Above, is the number of students enrolled
in public schools (MR). Intuitively,-one might expect that an analysis
that is based on a simple supply and demand framework, would imply, popu-
lation (POP) held-constant, a direct positive relation between pUblic
school enrollments and the position, or height, of the demand curve for

teachers. However, this is not necessarily the case. For example, it

can be shown that in a system where learning per student is produced as
a positive function of the teacher-student ratio and the demand curve
for output is formulated so that price is a negative functicn of the
total stock of education produced, inelastic demand tor education may
mean that highef enrollments aro associated with a shift to the left in

the demand curve for teachers.4

4
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Essmtiallv, what hapi-yens in such-a model is that the stock of
alucation produced i:; higher the greater the number df students in the
public school- systun. This. has tile effect of driving down the price )of
a unit of oducation to the tx--:)int where, as enrollbentq increase, the
Overall demand or teachers declines._ An implicatio:. of such a mcdel
in that total expenditures cri teachers' services ought to be lower,
eeteris paribus, those irean where public _school enrollments are
FiTITT,T7 -TiTE; "apl ication is somewhat in conflict with Previous
ylpirical fiiidinru ; to the effect that, while current.spending per stu-
dent is lower in areas with higher 011*-d:in-exits, total current expendi-
tures are higher,5 And on the face of it, despite the fact that it is
technibally i)ossible, it would seem unreasonable to believe that a
conmunity in fact responds to nigher enrollments by hiring fewer teachers
and paying then a limer wage.

A sciiiewhat more plausible reason for expecting a negative coefficient
on tile enrollnunt variable in the wagedequation for teachers.-f6llaas fran
the nedel develoix-xl above wherein the carmunity d&nand for'teachers is
influenced by the concm.ft of the "fai.r thachers' Ccnsider a
situation where such a comunity is under pressure,-frm. enrollments,
and at the sarrn tine in in a situation where demand for edUcation and
other public services in such that only slight 'exPansion in the educa-
tion _budget to finano.> a large teacher labor -force is possible. The
curnunity may, nevertheless, be in a.position to both hire mord teachers
than ,it has previously and at the same tine pay, after an adjustment
period, a relatively lower teachers' salary. To put it another way,
as long as co-Triunity preferences generally lead to premium payments to
teachers in- the al)sehce of severe riressure fran enrollments (i.e.,
wage-erployment LkAnts are frequently above the supply curve),- more
teachers may be hired in a caTnunity at a relative wage that is lager
than nomil without the cairn-unity having to -hire teachers who are of
very log qua]. i .

Another demarvi-related factor is the socioecananic status of
students' fani . Sr::.-rrirrw play an inportant role in the pro-

duction of edueation: It is masured hv three variables: the median
education of the a,iult pcpulation- (D) ; mi.dian family incare- (INC).; and
tile percentage l families that are poor (POOR). These variables are
also relatcx1 to the budget constraint of the- canmunity and to other
factors -('4) such as the emnunity's taste: for education and its demand
for other services. .The,demand for other services is commonly repre-
sented by two variables, population density (POP MI) and/or the degree
of urbanizaticn (UPD).

The last of the variables that pertains to the production function
for education is the proportion of public school students who are enrolled
in nigh sdiool (us). The purpose of including this variable in the wage
equation is b) aJ.l for the effects of systematic differences in hiring
requirements or teachers employed in elernentary and in high schools.
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c.)

Xn addition to cemmlity inccne, a number of other factors (Y)

affect thp size of the oommunity's budget ocAtstraint. These inciude

the market value of local property (PROP), the prop-Ortion of that

property that is commercial,or industrial (Cori) and the relative '

amounts of revenue received by school districts from the state govern-,

ment (or Rev) and from the federal government (FED Rev). Another

Widget-related factor pertains tothe fiscal relationship between
the sdhool board and the local government. The variable DEP indicates

whether or not the school board viks dependent on sure 'other local

governmental unit.

To measure the effects on teachers' salaries of t1142 exercise of

market power on the part of school boards, we include as independent

variables in the wage equation the number of sehool districts in the

SMSA (PO and the relative size of the population of the relevant

central city (or central county) as compared to the SMSA (CC POP/SMSA).

An alternative indicator of concentration of power in the hands of

school boards is (CC ALL/SMSA), where CC ALL/SMSA measures the pro-

portion of the population in the SISA who live in central city areas:

The variables that measure the importance of central cities in their

respective SMSA's may also bear same relation to the opportunity cost

of teaching in central city school districts. lhis will be SO if

employment obnditions outside the central cities are systematically

different from those inside the central cities. In that case, the

measures of relative importance of Central cities will provide an

indication of the availability of -Aytitute opportunities to teaching -

in central citieS, which in turn mav have a systematic effect on wages

paid in central city school districts.

A nuMber of the variableL that have been nentioned.above May be

expected to also bear a relationf7hip to the community standard'for

a "fair teachers' salary". TWO of these variables are the opportunity

cost measure and median family incle. Another variable that may bear

a relation to the community's teachers' salary standard is the pro-

portion of teaChers who are female (FEN). While its importance may

fade with time, the question of whether most teacherr; are 'breadwinners'

or are secondary/workers is a question that i likely to be of consid-

erable importance to,many school districts as a criterion for setting.

.beadhers' salariesit would seem reasonable to expect that given our

method of constructing the opportunity cost variable, this variable

should pick up the overall effects of discrimination against women

in the community. Accordingly, a finding of a significant negative

ooefficient on the percent 'female variable (17711) would seem to consti-

tute evidence in support of the "fair teachers' salary" hypothesis.

The ramaining variables included in the wage equation measure the

change in popUlatien from 1960 to 1970 01010.(31), and Whether the market

is located in the northeaqtern (NE), southern (SO), or western. (WEST)

regions of the country. The population dhange variable is meant to

standardize for the effects on salaries of recent gnwth of the ccm-

munity, The three dumry variables for region of the country arc

,
t )
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included to standardize for souras of regional difference in salaries
that have not been allowed for in the wage- equation.

tn suranary, the reduced form wage equation which we intend to
estinute for our sample of central city school districts i8 given by:6

(4-2) f (nc,r11A,AC,,ODMP,,JEC,,AFT,NIJ,E,M,POP,ED,INC,
PQOP.,1'0f, [17:4,11S,PirP,a)rI,ST REV,FED R8V,

POP/S:-VA,FEM,POP aI,rn , sn,WESTP):1),

whure Average earnings of all public classroom teachert
in the district, 1.968-69.

= .0prx)rtu1ity cost for public sthcol teachers.

M7\ = Proportion of teachers with an M.A. or higher degree:

/..(; = -71edian teacher age.

(TYAP I )urrily variable, value of 1

cal)rehensive agreerrnt,

AFT

Nr.1

11:1R

PuP

IJC

ED

POg:

POP DI;:

PRA'

nurnrry variable, value of 1
ne9otiation agreement, 0

= Ounmy variable, value of 1
by 1:1),(.) American Federation

indicates the existence of
0, otherwise.

indicates the existence of
otherwise.

indicates representation
of Teachers, 0 othcirwise.

= Proi)orticri of population that is ncnwhite.

= Iu:itx:r of enrollments in public schcols.

= Population of central city (er central county).

= alucation of persons 25 years and older.

family income.

= !iereent of families below poverty level.

i.o!qilation density per square mile.

= Pro!.)ortion of_public school students in high -school.

LirL IraIle of taxable real property per capita.

cori -4 Proportion of the value of property that is occarercial
i ndustrial .

ST PIN Prolortion of rhi)lic school revenue fran state sources.

FED RIN ProtrIrtion of xb1 Ic sthOol revenue fran federal sources.

DCP AJJ:rry variable with value of 1' if school district is
fiscally dependent, 0 otherwise.

'iuniJer .of school districts operating in the SMSA.

CC 1OP/S!;A Populatiai of central city or a)untv where district
_h; located over population.

CC ALL/S!t57\ = PrrYportlicri of 11:1;A population that lives in. oentral cities.



FEM = Proportian of public school teachers who arc female.

POP CH = Population change,196n to 1970.

NE = Dummy variable with value of 1 for location,in north-
east region, 0 otherwipe.

SO = Dummy variable with value of 1 for locati(n in south-
) ern region, 0 otherwise.

WEST = Dummy variable with value of 1 for location in western
region, 0 otherwise.

E
1

= "andan error term.

The comparable equation for state data is given by:

(1.-3) W = g(OC,AG,COMP,NEC,AFINR,PoP,ED,INC,POOR,
URB,HS,PROP,OorI,ST REV,FED ITIV,11POP CH,
NE,SWIEST,E2).

The variable definitions are the same for the states as for the cities
with the follaaing exceptions:

W = Average annual salaries all public elementary and
secondary teachers, 1969-70.

COMP = Proportion of full-time teachers employed in districts
with comprehensive.agreements.7

NEG = Proportion of professional instructional staff in the
state represented by an organization for negotiation
purposes..

UPB = Proportion of population in the state living in urban
areas (used for-states instead'of population densitY).

E
2
= A random error tern.

Variableb which are included in the regressions based an city data
but ribt in those based on data for states are MA, DIT, NO, and CC POP/SMSA.
.The first of these variables is not available on a stdtewide basis. The
remaining three variables do not have readily available analogs in terms
of state data.

The'regression equations are estimated,in log-linear form. Vb do
this because the aility theory and production function framework that
underlie the supply and demand curves for.teaehers lead us to expect
a multiplicatiVe relationship between the independent variables and

the dependent variable. In addition, the coefficient estimates
obtained for a log-linear regression havethe convenient property
that they are direct measures of elasticities.

II

The results for the city and state regres;;ions specified in
equations (,'4-2) and (4-1 are presented,in columns 1 and 3 of Table 14.-1.

,
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TAB1E14:-.1

Regrog+Ion Posults
(Log-Log Regression Format)

Equation
City Sample City Sample 'State Sample State Sample

(1) (2). (3) (4)

OC .7128 .6619 .5915 . .6529
(3.7700) (5.4200) (1.6400) (4.1500)

KA .0307 .0396
(1.2000) (1.8600)

AG -.0240 -.0303
(-0.1200) (m0.0900)

COMP -.0163 -.0019
(-0.8300) (-0.7600)

MEG -.0024 .0017
(-0.0900) (0.5900)

AFT .0144 .0000
(0.6300) (0.0000)

NW .0326 .0252 -.0012
(1.8200) (2.2000) (-0.0700)

ENR -.1210 -.1486 -.4081 -.2307
(-1.6800) (-2.8000) (-1.6300) (-2.5200)

POP .1310 .1546 .4154 .2387
(1.9400) (3.0800) (1.6500) (2.6960)

-.1434 .2989
(-0.8400) (1.0100)

INC -.2250 .3130 .3203
(-0.9700) (0.6700) (2.7000)

POOR -.0987 -.0002
(-1.2600) (0.0000)

POP Den
(URB)" -.0074 -.0757 -.0687

(-0.416,0) (-0.8900) (-1.68001

HS .0438 -.1191
(0.9800) (-0.3600)

PROP ' .0400 .0390 .0333 .0647
(1.2100), (1.5700) (0.7000) (2.3700)

CORI' .0198 .0092
(0.5900) (0.2000) ..

ST REV - .0546 .0532 .0583 .0478
(1.9200) (2.4000) (1.8900). (2.6400)

FED,REV .0044 .0032
(0.1900) (0.1000)

DEP .0470 .0377
(1.9900) (2.0500)

MO .0057
(0.4700)

Cc ALL/smsA -.0492 -:0586
(-1,6700) (-2.2900)

FEM -.40117 -.3889 .0052
(-2.2700) (-2.6700) (0.0200)



, Table 464(continued)

Equation
City saMple clty Samrle State Sample .State Sample

(1) (2) (3) (4)

CH -.0109 -.0557,POP
(-0.1800) (-0.3900)

NI -.0461 -.0453 -.0264
(-1.4900) (-1.78,00) (-0.6200)

80 -.0542 -.0540 -.0071
(-1.0300) (-2.4600) (=0.2000)

NEST .0151 .0274
(0.4700) (0.6300)

INT 6.3123 4.1864 -.1014 -.2491
(2.2300) (3.0300) (-.0300) (-0.4100)

R- .7181 .7522 .8732 .9093

SI .0627 .0587 .0478 .0404

t tatistics in parenthes.s.

Lb POP DEN for City Sample: URB for State Sample.



Prom these rusults, it can be seen that the supply-related variables
oxhibit coefficient estinates that, in general, appear to be consistent
with our a priori expectations.. The finding of insignificant coeffi- .

cient estiMates for both the teachers' age and union variables.may, at
least in part, be due to little important independent variation in these
variables. The median age of teadhers in the city sampae is 35.6 years
with a standard deviation of 1.8 years. For the staba samPle the
6orres:.)onding statistict are 37 years and 1.8 years.8 These median
ages are high enough to indicate that a'large nuMber of teachers in 4r,

.each sample are likely to be receiving'the maximum increment for
experience. mus, minor variations in age may not be reflected in
differences'in tiku level of teachers' salaries.

The situation is similar with respect to the &lionization variable
for our sample of large, cities.9 -Over 79 percent of the sehool dis-

tricts covered in our sample have same type of negotiated agreement.
-brraover, there are a number of other things that may make the impact
of teachers' unions on salary levels difficul4 to detect.' First,.as
we have-mentioned previoutly, the relatively recent emergence of
unions as a force directly influencing teadhers' salaries means that
the cumulative effect of unions on wage levels ray be quite small._
This is der;pite the fact that unions may _have had strong itpact on
recent salary increases. The second thing to be considered is the
vasibility that spilloyers from the union to non-union cities may
reduce the observed impact of unions. The.essential mechanism here
is-that non-union'sdlool boards pay higher salaries to avoid union-
ization.. Third, it mU:4t he recognized that differences in devree of '
union stremyth are not reflected in variations in the NEG variable.
Accordingly, the coefficients estimated for this union variable do'
not reflect the ef-fects of differences in the strength of unions on
teachers' salaries. Fourth, there is the fact that the general effects
of unionization in an area are likely to be reflected to some extent
in the opportun*ty cost variable. At the same time, the degree of
unionization of teilchers-may reasonably be expected to vary in accordance
with-the degree of unionization of all workers in the area. As a result,

a oortion of whatever impact there is of teadhers' unions on teachers'
salaries may 1-ie picked up by the opportunity cost varible.10 'Paw-rents
analogous to the preceding may explain the other measure of strength
of union.organization, COMP, also does not exhibit a coefficient esti-
mate that- is siql-liELcantly differentfrom zero.

The findines for the state sample widirespect to union impact are
consistent ith the findings for cities. Again, the coefficient.esti-
mates for the union variables are not statistically signifiCant. This
may reflect-the existence ot a truly weak union impact on the level of
teachers'. salario, or it may reflect the fact, as discussed in the
previous chapter, that the state is not the appropriate unit of
aggregation for teachêrs' labor markets.

it should noted that our findinq of no significant union impact



on teachers.' salaries differs from, but does,not contrast sharply with
the-findings of previous studies. As we indicated in th9 preceding
dhapter, these findings have generally been-to the effect that the
impact of unions on teachers' salaries is relatively weak. The fact
that the formulation of the wage equation estimated here is different
from those estimated in the other studies, and in particular that.OUr
specification.of the wage equation is somewhat more comprehensive than
are the others, may account.for what differences there are in the
findings.

On the deMand side, two things should be commented on. First,'

there are the negative coefficient estimates for the enrollment variable
(population held constant). This result, in accordance with our dis-
cussion of the previous dhapter, is cansiStent with a view that the
earnings of teadhers are, at least at times, influenced by a community
standard for a "fair teachers' salary". 11 Some further support to
this .view is given by the finding of a negative coefficient for'the
percent female (FEM1,variable in the equation estimates that are
based on city data.-"

The second thing to note in connection with the demand-related
variables is that a nimber of the estimated coefficients are not
significantly different fram zero. Many of these.independent variables
measure closely related phenomena, e.2., incaw, education, wealth, and
p)verty. Thus, a oansiderable amouRt of collinearity among the inde-
pendent variables is to be expected and may be responsible-for-the
insignificant coefficient estimates.

Also of interest in out empirical findings are the following:
First, it appears that those school districts that are fiscally
dependent on another form of local government pay higher salaries to
their teachers than 'do the independent school districts. This finding
implies that where public cOntrol over expenditures is relatively in-!
direct, expenditures will be higher than otherwise. Second, our results
indicate that the more important is employment in central city areas
within an SMSA, the lower are the-salaries for those teachers who are
employed in the central cities.13 A third finding of interest is that
in the case of cities located in the Northeast and in the South, other
things the same, teachers' salaries are lower than they are in cities
located elsewhere in the country.

As we noted Above, we-expected some collincarity among the inde-
pendent variables andthiS may account for the fact that a nuMber of
the coefficient estimates are not statistically different from zero.
Whatever the underlying reasons for this, it would be useful to have
an estimate Of each regression equation that does not include variables
with coefficient estimates that are very low relative to their standard
errors. Accordingly, we have serially eliminated from the wage equation's
those variables with t-statistics that are less than 1.5. The estimates
of the wage equatimp with these variables eliminated are presented in
column 2 and 4 of Table 4-L
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The empirical estimates of the vage equation presented in Table 4-1
can be used to isolate the importance of supply-side factors as a source
of teachers' salary differentials. This is accampliskod by predicting
from the regression equation the level of teadhers' salaries that would
result for each of the areas in our sample under canditions.whe,k the
demand-side variables are held constant at their mean.value)
while sumly-sicie variables take on their attual values for each area.
Specifically, the following steps should be taken: First,,using an
appropriate regression equation, multiply the coefficients estimated
for each of the supply-side variables by the actual value of the cor-
responding independent variables for the observation in question.
(.:cond, multiply the coefficients estimated for the demand-side variables

by the.mean values for the corresponding variables computed over the
entire sample.14 'third, add the various products of the coefficients
and variables to the constant in the regression equation. The aetilog
of the sum is equal to the wage rate predicted for the area in question.

Tables 4-2 and4-3 contain the data on actual and projected wage
rates for our samples of cities and states. In column 1 of eadh table
is the actual wage rate. The wage rates in columns 2 and 4 are pre-
dicted from the regressions under conditions where all independent
variables are permitted to vary: The projections in column 2 for the
city sample are based an the regression of column 1 in Table 14-1
These in column 4 are based on the regression of column 2 in Table4-1.
frhe projections for the states in columns 2 and 4 of-Table,4-5 are,
derived fram the.results in-the regressions of columns 3 and 4 in
Table 4-1. Columns 3 and 5 of Tables 4-2and 4-3 are based on
regressions of colUmns 1 and 2 ih the case of the cities and of
oolumns 3 and 4 in the case of the states, both sets from Table 4-1.
The difference between the wages projected in coluMns 3 and 5 from
those projected in oolumns 2 and.4 is'that fer the latteeset of pro-
jections, only the supply-side variables are allowed to vary from area
to area. The demand variables are held constant at their mean values.

A number of things are apparent from these results. First; the
Statistics on range and coefficient of variation of the wages predicted
from the regression equation where all variables are unconstrained are
1 3S than the comparable statistics which are based on the raw data on
teachers' salaries. The reason is that the,predicted salaries donct
reflect the effects of random factors. Second, the ranges and the'
coefficients of variation for the salary estimates that are predicted
under the procedure where demand-side factors are held constant while
supply:side factors are left to vary are less than are the comparable
statistics for the salary levels that are predicted with all independent
variables free to vary. Nevertheless, the variatiOn in-teachers' salaries
that iN due only to supply-side factors is-considerable. The standard
deviation estimates range from just under $500 to a little aver $600,
while the estimates for the coefficient of variaticn are between 5.7
and 7-.6 percent. These figures, as well as those for the range, indicate

OIL
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TABLE 4-2
Actual and Predicted Salaries for Teachers in citz Bchool District Sample

Actual
Salaiy

if)

.0Dimtrict

1. Phoemix 8,814

2. Anaheim, Cal. 9,187

3. Garden Grove, Cal, 9,300

4. Banta Ana, Cal. ,- 9,052

5. Fresno, Cal. 9,752

6. Los Angela. 10,043

7. long Beach

8. Bacpaaento 9,533

9,994

9. San Bernardino 10,598

10. Ontario. Cal. 8,677

.11. Ban Diego 9,898

12. Oakland 9035

13: Ban Francisco 10,249

14:Ban Jose 10,029

.15. Denver 8,209

16. Bridgeport, ct. 8,841

17. Hartford . 8,922

18. Vilaington, Del. 9,006

19. Broward Co., Fla. 8,298

20. Duval Co., Fla. 7,572

21.'Cade Co., ru. '9,112

22. Pinallas Co., Fla. 8,367

7,48523. Atlanta

24. Cbtcago 9,697

25. W.I.anapolis 8,689

26. Kansas City, Ks. 7,195

27. Vichita, Ks. 7,968

28. Louisville, Ky. 8,056

29. New orleans

30. Baltimore

7,552

8,748

31. Boston 9,250

32. Springfield. Hass. 8,390

J. Worcester, Naos. 8,574

Predicted Halarzi.4212_____I
From Regressign 1

,

From Regress on a

No Variables Demand Varialts
Held Cdhstant Held Constant

No Variables
Held Constant

Demand Variables
Held Constant

(2)

8,921

, 9,833

9,151

9,402

, 8,813

9,747

9,719

9,731

9,878

8,884

9,290

9,860

10,244

9,374

8,502

9,097

8,677

9,162

8,435

7,179

9,014

8,028.

7,41.1

'9,214

8,879

7,586

7.827

7,952

7,604

8,539

8,998

8,564

8,955

*

(3)

8,583

9,225

8,888

9,271

8,567

9,584

9,342

9,350

9,309

8,590

9,o29

9,731

9,654

9,522

8,628

8,408

8,641

8,558

8,609

8,317

8,818

7,992

8,410

9,035

9,148

8,091

8,243

8,496

8,588

8,786

8,670

8,345

8,213

(4)

8,958

9,682

:::::

8,800

9,686

9,683'

_.
9,738

9,882

8,965

9,387

9,974

10,164

9,253,

8,464.

9,049

8c750

9,211

8,754

7,260

'8,975

7,837

7,476
.

9,169

8,918,

7,408

7,544

7,902

7,688

8,449

9,085

8,422

9,048

.

4.

(5)

) 8,806

9.327
ry

8,096

9,273

8,530

9,443

:::::

9,340

8.771
.1==n......

9,141

9,760

9,382

9,459

81637

8,425

8,649

8,497)

8.588

8,284

8,769

8,010

8,313

8,543

9,267

8,043

8.439

8,454

8,484

8.719

8,662

8,250

8._439

,

*
, Continuad--
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Tab1e44(continued)

Predicted Salary (''s) .

Actual ?ram ReKression 1 From Regression 2

District
Salary

's)

No Variables
Held Constant

Deland Variables
veld Constant

Na Variables
Held Constant

Demand Variables
Held Constant

R ) (2) (3) (4) (5)

34. Detroit 10,009 ". 9,944 9,650 9.866 9,557
o

35. Kimosapmila 8,844 80916 .8,255 8,718 8,269

36. St. Paul 9,413 9,209 8,435 8,915 8,308

37. Kansas City, Mo. 8,184 ,8,263 8.697 8,084 8.565

38. St. Louis, Mo. 8,654 8,724 8,521 80307 8,461

39. Omaha 8,080 7,920 8,606 8044 8,690

40. Jarsoy City 7.189 8,622 8,600 8,623 8,642

41. Patterson, N.J. 8,643 8,521 8,469 '8,447 8,382

42. Albany, 0.7. 8,693 9,326 8,462 9,614 .8,623

43. Schenectady 9070 8,700 8,195 8,520 8,298

44. Buffalo 8,956 9,108 8,144 8,937 8,247

45. New York City 9.696 10,521 9,619 10,259 9,529

46. Rochester 9,710 MAP 8.373 9,052 8,474

0
47. Syracuse 3,021 8,071 7,673 8,272 7,846

W. Mmoklanberg Co.,
N.C. 7,405 7,367 8,020 7,311

s

7,572

49. Greensboro, N.C. 7,249 7,846 8,269 7,789 8,229

50. Nigh Point 7,341 7,623 7.548 7.410 7,931

51. Akron, Ohio 7.935 8,148 8,504 8,264 8,569

52. Canton, Ohio 8,363 8,026 7,874 7,959 7,882

53. Cincinnati 8,261 8,579 8,436 8,748 8,521

54. Cleveland 8,214 8,725 8,670 Mr 8,572

55. Columbus, Ohio 7,385 7,434 8,029 7,617 8,094

56. Dayton, Ohio 8,881 8,106 8,144 8,204 8,213

57. Youngstown, ohio 8,957 8,558 8,350 8,420 8,323

58. Warron, Ohio 7,804 8,135 8,154 8,250 8,307

59. Toledo, Ohio 7,864 8,338 8,258 8,331 8,236

60. Oklahoma City 6,830 7,040 8,157 7,027 8,181

61. Tulsa 7,081 .6,784 80173 60962 8,324

62. Portland, Ore. 8,146 9,013 8,509 8,923 8,668

63. Allentown, Pa. 8,126 8,191 7.786 8,050 7,896

64. Harrisburg, Ps. 7,218 8,022 8,016 8,237 7.938.

65. Philadelphia 9,295 9,213 8,801 9,126 8,749

66. Providence 9,037 8,334 7,889 8,298 )7.919

67. Knoxville, Tenn. 7,103 7,522 1 7,574 7,650 7 0626

68. Memphis 7,183 7,706 8.433 7,787 8,364

Continued - -
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Tab1e144contisue4)

Prolicteq Sulury Ws)
Actual From Regression 1 From Regression 2

Salary No variables uemund Variables No Variables, Uehand Variables

District. Held Czstant Held(Cletant Held C(Ise7stant Held(C57nstant

69. Nashville, Tenn.

its)

7,593 7,255 7,687 7.384 7,746

70., Beaumont, Tex. 7.147 7,45 8,176 7,249 8,193

71. Port Arthur, Tex. 7,403 7,019 TAW 6,734 7.846

72. Dallas 7,02 . 7,353 8,416 7094 8.364

73. 111 Paso 6,829 6,572 7,735 6,740 7,835

74. Fort Worth 6,731 7,018
A'8,091 7,044 8,104

75. Roust.= 7,134 7,616 . 8,661 7,663 8,613

76. Ssn aitonio 6,369 6,988 8,022 6651 8,052

77. Salt Lou City 7,380 8,097 7,487 8,135 . 7,663

78. Norfolk, Va. 7,820 7,268 7,579 7,266 7,899

79. Richmond, Va. 7,915 7,385 8,447 7,304 8,325

80. Seattle 9,086 9,288 8,916 9,739 . 9,008

81. Everett, Wash. 9,287 8,740 8,417 8,763 8,437

82. Tacoma, Wash. 9,053 9,254 8,641 9,338 8,789 1

83. Rilwaukee 91827 8,522 8,363 .8.576 8,492

MEAN 8,465 8,454 8,498 8,453 8.510

STANDARD DEVIATION 965 886 513 875 487

COEFFICTENT or
VARxATION 0.111 0.10 0.060 0.104 0.057

RANGE 4,229 '31949 2,244 ... 3,567 2,134

60
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TABLE .43
Actual and Predicted Salary for Teachers in State Sample

State

Actual
Salary.

'a)

il

Predicted Salary (4's) ,.

From Regression 3 From Regression 4
No Variables

Held Constant
demand variables

Held Constant
No Variables

Held Constant
Demand Variables
Held Constant

.

1. Alabama
2. Arisona
3. Arkansas
4. California
5. Colorado
6. Connecticut
T. Delaware
8. Florida
9. 0,orgia

10, Idaho
11. Lllinoie
12., Indiana
13. Iowe
14. Kansas
15. Kentucky
.16. Louisiana
ri. Maine
18. Maryland
19. Maisachusetts
20. Michigan
21. Minnesota
22. Mississippi
23. Missouri
24. PtIntana
25. Nebraska
26. Nevada
27. New Hampshire
25. New Jersey
49. New MexiOo.
30. New York .

31. North Carolina
32. North Dakota
33. Ohio
34. Oklahoma
35. Oregon
35. Pennwylvanie
37. Rhoda Island
38. South Carolina
39. South Dakota
40. Te
41. Texas
42. Utah
43, Vermont
44 virginia
45. Washington
46. West Virginia
47. Wisconsin i,

48. Wyoming

,

)

6,817
8.715
6,77

10,324

7,760
9,271
9,015
8,410
7,278
6,884
9,559
8,832
8,398.
7,620
6,939
7,028
7,572
9,383
8,770
9,823
8,658
5,798
7,844
7,606

71354
9,248

7,789
9,150

7,796
10,390
7,494
6,696

'8,300 :-:

6,882
8,814
8,858
8,776
6,883
6,1403

7,050
7,277
7,643

7.960
8,070
9,237
.7,650
9,000
8,271

(2)

6,860
8,765
5,930

10,078
8,364

9,457
8,573
8,238

7,127
7,490
9,540

8,847
7,983
7,789
7,303
7,051
7,227

9,307
9,092

9,498
8,734
5,891
8,167
7,470

7,303
9,176
7,607
9,588

7,423-
10,070,

7,381
7,167
8,715
Z,2"
,467

8,860
8 512

,

7,022
6,315
7,026
',370
,704

0,195
7,935
9,328

7,523

. 8,588

7,918

(3)

'7,619
5,557

6.960
9,439
8,450
8,967

8.756
. 8,225

7,713
7,709

8.793
8,432
8,164 ,

8,046

7,927
7.743

,r 7,774
0,960
8,848
9,128
8,607
1,135
8,312
7,806

7,746
9,076
8,035
9,054
8,071
9,075
7,

;, 3

7.936
8,579
8,476

8.361
7,543
7,349
7,689
7,890
8,154
8,026
8,110
8,744
8,017
8,441
8,151

'---(T)

6,916
8,762
6,092

10,052
8,269
9,636
9,068
8,140
7,196
7,360
9,490
8,514
7,809

7,788
7,501
7,078
7,256
9,452
9,091

9,497
8.755
5,907
7.879
7.314
7,258
9,309
7,683
9.778
7,287

10,062

7,346
7,118
8 .777

7,205

8,763
8,418
7,112

6,915
7,489

7.745
8,196

7,968
9,155
;,454
,634

.7,98k

(5)
.

7,566
8,642
6,843
9,528
8,446
9,8121

8,808
8,188

74631
7,623
8,890

8,435
7,915
8,004
7.887

,,
7,686

7,70 1
9,040
8,881
9,201
8,591
7,026
8,066

7,728
7,675
9,178
7,961
9.171
8,058

9.138
7.331
7,800
8,552
7,913
8.592
8.477
8,339
7.304
7.259
7.427
7,805
0,129
7,963
8,092
8,774
,838
,440

8,183

'

.

MEAN 8,075 8,070 8,229 8,069 8,187

SIMARD DEVIATION 14073 1,029 55_3_ . 1,032 628

COEFFICIENT OF
VARIATION 0.133 0.128. 0.065 0.128 0.076

RAE 4,592 4,187 2,471 4,155 2,685

61
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that. teadhers' salaries, after demand conditions are standardized,
may differ in the extremes by as much as $2,500 or.$2,600 around a mean
salary of over $8,000..

The overall iriplication is that in a situation where wages differ
a% they do among ourlargest cities and among the 48 contiguous' states,
.a programwhich prescribes equal dollar expenditures per-student in all

areas is unlikely to eliminate most of the interarea variation
teadhers' salaries.. Therefore, such a program is unlikely to fact'

result in equal provision of)teachersi services-amcng areas. For

example, if our estimates of wage differentials under conditions of
stable demand.can be extended, then if all jurisdictions Were, under
an equal opportunity program, to spend equal dollar amounts on teaching
services, the districts with lowest salary levels might be able to pur-
chase as much as 16 percent more in the way of real teachers' services
than would the average district. .Similarly, those in districts with
the highest teadhers' salaries might purdhase as much as 16 percent-less.
in the way of real teachers' services than would the average district.

Iv

While the simulated results above pertain to large cities or
states, an approach similar to ours might be taken if one wished to
predict the supply-a:related salary differentials within any particular
state. However, caution is called for here. The ane thing that would

have to be dealt with very carefully in conducting ah in-state analysis
is the question of the geographic scope of the teachdra' labor market.
In some states, there may effectively be on17 one teachers' labor
market. In others, there may be a'oonsiderable number of them. For
some states, the within-state variation in wages, especially that be-
tween rural, and urban areas, probably exceeds the comparable variation
in our samples. In other states,it is likely to fall short of it.
Thus, any judgment for particular states would have to be made on a

case-by-case basis.

In concluding this chapter, two more precautionary comments seem

to be in order. First, the estimates that we have derived are based ,

on a model which presdMes long-run equilibrium. These estimates can
A be used for designing policy only as it pertains to the long-run

situatian. Thus,,to the extent that an excess supply of teachers had:
built up by 1968-69 and 1969-70 and that this had an effect on teachers'
salaries, our results may not be campletely accurate. It is important
to noba in this context, however, that what data are available seem to
indicate that the excess supply situation did not become serious until

the early 1970's.15 Second, for reasons dimilar to the above, our
projections of the effects of variations in supply-side factors on
teachers' salary differentials are likely to he less meaningful during
the clirrent period where there is short-run excess supply of teachers
than they will be in the long-run.
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]r7,:!.e; for oxample, A.I,. (Aistman and M. 'Segal, "Wages and Wage
upplellents, ,and the Interaction of thion Bargains in the Construction
Industry," Industrial and Labor r-?elations Review,.25, January 1972, pp.

179-185.

comp.r0Jiensive agrearent is, in structure, the most formal type
of ac.frrnont, usual.ly containing staternelts of the parties tO the agree-
nent, .eftective and expiration dates, and items negotiated and agreed
to by the parties. Tt also includes sore or all'of the.itens on pro-
cedural a(jreement::: Procedural Agreements .deal only with procedures.
The results of negotiation do not beoome part of a procedural agreement,
but revert to board rules, regulations, teachers' handbook or other
t..rritten docunents. The incorporation of such negotiated iterns into a
procedural agreement. gemerally transformS it .into a' ccrnprehensive one.

I:ducation Association, :\legotiation Agreenents ProviSions for
Teachers, 1972 edition, p. xii.

3.ee 1I.M. Levin, "Ibcruiting Teachers .for Large City Schools,"
cit., ch. 4 and p. 640; M. Fleischmann, et al., Report of the

New Yoiicstate Cot:mission on the Quality, Oost and Financing of
Elerentary and Seoondary Fducation, 1912, Volum 3, p. 13-E.23..

111t o use our potaticn in a specific ,exanple, let output per
student be given by:

= a (Tch/ITIR)

If thi price of output is given by

p =

then teachers' value of marginal product, which is assumed here to be
the demand price, is equal to:

ic = - )0./.0Tch P = al- Tch

5Theeffect of enrollment changes On the wage is given by the
following term:

(1-6) 1 (1-cc) (1-6)-1.
= (l-6) a

1-6
Tch

-F/IR

Increased enrollment will shift the dernand curve to the left 'as long as
4/(1 and ,S>1, as long as there are decreasing returns to scale to

teaching serviceis and at the same time the demand curve for the stock
of education produced in the cannunity is inelastic. It is of interest
to note that if = 1, an increase in,enrollment has no effect on the
Stock of education produced in the public schools. The reason is that
for the particular production function used in this examPle, the extra
learning gained by the additional student who enters the system is
just_ balanced by the learning lost by all previous students who now
attend a scfml with a larger average clasS size. Gustman and
or2.cit.
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6For more Complete definitions of the variables, see tAe appendix-

to this chapter.

7As an alternative measure to COMP, we also use COMP',.the

proportion of sdhool districts in the state with comprehensive agree-

ments.

8The means and standard 'deviations for all variables are given

in Appendix B.

GAll three measures of unionization have been included as independent
variables in columns 1 and 3 of Table4-1. Versions of these two equations

were also estimated in which only one or too of the union related measures

- appear. In no case do these union related variables exhibit t-statistics

that equal or exceed 1.0.

10For both the sample of cities And of states in °ICIr samgle, the

opportunity cost variable used in our regressions jlog OC) is cor-

related .45 with the NEG (negotiation agreement) variable.

.

11There is at least one alternative bo the "fair teachers' salary"

hypothesis that may account Dar the finding of a negative coefficient

for the enrollment variable in the salary equati. 'In this alternative

case, as in the "fair salary hypothesis", it is presumed that oeteris
peribus, total expenditure.o.on education are nct very elastic with

respect to the level of public sdhool enrollrhents-. As a result, where

enrollments are high, teachers' salaries are likely to be low. However,

unlike the "fair salary hypothesis", in the alternative case, it is

presumed that employment-salary observations fall along the supply

curve for teachers. These school districts that pay a ,lower salary

because enrollments are hiclh arc able to do so only beeause they hire

relatively-lower quality teachers. The quality adjustment may take:-

the form of hiring a larger than norMel fracticn of teachers'college

graduates, or of perMitting more of a mismatch between the,field that

a teacher_was,trained in arid.the field that.he or she teachesin than

do other districts. Whatever the exact natureof these quality adjust-

ments, it Should be ren0rbered that if the alternative view is the

correct one, then these quality adjustments mu5t beaof a kind that are

not correlated,with the proportierh of teadhers- who have earned at least

an M.A. degree. This measure has been included as an independent

variable in 'the regression equation for cities.

As we noted previously, there is reason to believe:that enroll-

ments respond positively to school quality (see GuStman and Pidot,

911_. cit.). Accordingly, we estimated a.version'of the wage equation

lafiere enrollments are treated a: endogenous varipble. 11s the_theory

woUl0 lead us to believe, the ute value of thefcoefficient estimated

Dar the enrollment variable inc kid for 'both smoles when, 5:drqultaneous

equations techniques were used. TO avoid-a complicated dynamic analysis,

we do not treat the enrollment variable as being simultanecusly determined

when we Predict below the wages that would be 'observed under an equal

opportunity plan.
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'12Here again, A finding that is oonsisteht with.the "fair
teachers' salary" Ivirmthesis is also consistent with an alternative
view. Specifically, the negative coefficient for the percent female
variable could conceivably be the result of simultaneous interaction
between the percent fcnale and the teachers' salary variables. This

will be so if the supply of male teachers is-more elastic than is the
supply- of fenolc teachers to that in thor areas where teachers'
salaries are rulatively high, males-account for a relatively greater-
prnportion of the teachers' labor-force.

13When we estimated a version of the-wage equation in which the
population of the central city in question divided by the SMSA
population (CC PoP/SMSA) was used instead of the ratio of the total
inpulation of all central city areas in an SMS1 1 tothat of the
ErtlA (CC ALL/1n3A) , the coefficient for OC'POP/SMSA was not sta-
tistically significant.

14The variables which are considered to beisupply-side variables
and thus vary among areas are OC, MA, AG, ODIT3, NEG, AFr, and NW. .

For purposes of generating the projections, other yariables are held
at their mean values for the-sample as a whole. ,

It should he noted that the effect'of holding the demand variables
at their arithmetic mean values instead of their geometric mean Values
is to cause a slight discrepancy,hetween the mean wages computed from. .

the predictions where all variables-are free to vary and those computed
from predietims where,only suiply-side variables are free to 11:aty.i.

15See National Education AsSociation, Teacher Supply anC1
in Public Schools, 1972, pp. 6 and. 7. 17,ee also the statistics in_that

of teacher education program graduates who in.
Fact upon graduation, erknr into classrocin teadiing. Ibid., p. 20.



Chapter 5

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL POLICY

The results derived from the preceding econometric eti-
mates suggest that standardization of demand among school
districts in different market areas is apt to leave untouched
a sizable fraction of the wage differences among school dis-
tricts. While the precise effects on wages of various kinds
of equal opportunity programs will be somewhat different from
those shown in Tables 4-2 and 4-3, we believe these findings
provide a.rough indication of the orders of magnitude involved.
That is, the-increased equality on the demand side of the mar-
ket that results from.equal opportunity programs will leave
intact a substantial part of the intermarket teachers' salary
differentials. What differentials do in fact remain, once
such a program is instituted, will depend on a number of
things. Most importantly, the size of the differentials be-
fore a program is established will make an appreciable differ-
ence, as will the kind of equal opportunity program that is
adopted. .

The simplest type of a plan for equalizing educational
opportunity among the school districts located within-a par-
ticular area is one in which tax collections are centralized
for all districts and funds are d1stributed on a per student
basis. When this funding mechanism is.followed, if the pro-
portion of funds spent on non-teachifig services is relatively
constaht among districts, each school district's demand curve
for teachers' services will exhibit something close to unit

- elasticity. In more complicated funding plans--where taxa-
tion varies with such things as incoMe, quality of education,
and eventually, perhaps, with degree of municipal overburden--
the demand curve' far teachers within each di6trict will re-
semble more closely the kind of a demand curve that underlieq
the demand-constant wage projections fot Tables 4-2 and'4-3.'"

Thus, as is apparent from tble above, any'meaningful pre-
dictions as to the wage differentials that will result from

'various types of equal opportunity programs will have to be
, based on a highly complicated procedure. Since these pro-
grams have the effect of changing one_of the structural-equa-
tions which helps to determine the level of teachers' sala-
ries, accurate prediction will require a full knowledge of
the structural equations in the model of the teachers' labor
market. And, even this may not be sufficient. Our results
with respect to.the variable which measures whether or not
the school district is financially dependent.on other local
governments suggest that the structure of government organi-
zation may have an effect on demand. We do not currently
have the, kind of information that is needed to predict the
effects of changes in the nature of the financing and funding
schemes for eddcation on the demand for teachers' services.

I 4;
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.imilarly, it ',;ould. oe u.if1ici I c ct what the effects
of an rtcllicii opportunit progir, oo ccmmanity preferences for
a "fair salary" st:indaid for tachers might be.- When expen-
diture determination is centralized,. suHi preferences with

" respe.:t. to a "fair, salary" standard may .-hange.
. .

In .suit!, there are two thirlys to note that have impor-
tant implieacions with respect to the design 'of equal educa-
tional opportucity: programs. First,. even after such programs
are,established,, there is likely to he considerable variation
among areaS_in the cost of teacher's' services. 11.nd second,
it will'be extremely diffiCcit in the time before such a pro-
gram is instituted to obtain reliable estimates as to the
precise nature of the salary differentials to expect once the

f equal opportunity program is instituted.

A major impljication of.the fact that substantiO wage
differentials among areas are likely to persist aft6r an
equal opportunity program is instituted is that any equal op-
portunity program which does not take intermarket factor cost
differentials ilito account is not likely to result in true
.equality of opportunity. This follows from the results of .

our reduced-form estimates. If, as estimated, the ratio of
salaries in the highest to lowest paid areas will be 1.3 or
1.4-to 1.0, students that receive equal dollar allotments may
receive real resource allot.ments that differ in amount by
this ratio. These real resource differences will not be eaSy
to eliminate. Since it will.be quite difficult to estimate
the exact size of the éxpected factor cost,differentials, it
is unlikely that these can be ,allowed for .directly in any
legislative formula for bringing About equal opportunity.

Given the c)mplexity.of thc- wage determination process
in the.factor ioarket,.simpie solutions to the problems
brought. about by the existence of interarea cost differen-
tials are not likely to'oe.completely effective. For exam-
ple, one approach to-Circumventing the effects of supply side
caused differences in,teachers' salaries, which at first
blush may appeal.to ldw-makers,-is to Mandate identical
levels of teachers' salaries or sa_l.ary schedules for all
school districts. The cffect of such a policy would be to
change the form but not the fact of interarea cost,differ-
'epees. pith equal salaries mandated for all districts, one
would expect te? obServe relatively high turni.ver rates for
teachers in the high-cost as Compared to the low-cost dis-
tricts. One would also expect to observe the same kind of
inequality among districts in various dimensions of teacher
quality-'-e.(1., the proportion of teachers.who were not for-
malle traTned in the subject areas that they teach in.

Another simple approach which may initially seem appeal-
,

ing is to adjust spending allowances per student in each
school-district in accordance with teachers'.salary scales



in the distric4-. This kind of.program-will have the effect .

of underwriting teachers' Galaries negotiated at the.1.1
level. Accordingly, once such a program is establishod, it
is likely to lead to higher costs than previously for
teachers' srvices fcr all school districts. Any effort to
alleviate this problem through 'cost sharing will agrdn place
the* wealthier school distrcts in a relcctil;ely advantageous
position and, thus, will be inconsistc. with the goal cf
equality of opportunity.

.From the previous discussion it appears thaL-those
design equal education opportunity programs are unlike17, to
overcome the problerdis caused by interarea factor cost dif-
ferentials either by taking whet are relatively straightfor-
ward and simple approaches to the problem or by attempting
to incorporate in their policy design the resultscf sophis-
ticated econometric studies. The former apProaches are not
likely to do the job; the latter approaches' will most likely
lead to formulae that are too unreliable to form the basis
forIegislation.

There is one policy which, in theory at least, will
lead to equality of real resource usage for students living

. in di.fferent school districts. At the same time, this pol-
icy appears to involve a 'reasonable approach to legislation.
It would involve the establishment of a regulatory body with
a mandate to adjust salary structures and per student spend-
ing allowances for all districts witikin its jurisdiction so
as to bring about equality, of real Asources purchased for
ail districts. The regulatory agency would be expected to
Itilize any and all expertise that is called for and to col-
lect those data that.are deemed necessary for it to carry
out its function. Since the approach of such an agency could
be flexible and pragmatic, a much stronger role could be
played by the results of econometric studieS than if rigid
and unvarying funding formulae were built directly into legis-
lation. At the same time, such real input dimensions as
class size, teacher turnover rates, and various kinds of
teacher characteristics could be established as.the immediate
targets of wage and sp^nding policy. If reasonable trade-
offs among the various targets were established, the regula-
tory agency might well succeed in attaining the goal of equal

. educational -opportunity.

Prludence r.equires us to point out, however, that while
,such an agency has the potential for bringing about .true
equality of educatiOnal opportunity, there remains a real
.danger that with time it will become just.another part of
the educational.bureaucracy, and that it will ultimately
have a deleterious effdct on the costs and overall effici-
ency-of the.educational system. There certainly Will be
strong temptation to meet whatevet policy targes are estab.
lished by turning the targets into legal requirements. For
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example, one possibility is to legislate a ceiling for the
number of teachers with no formal training in mathematics

. that are permitted to teach matheMatics courses. Given the
current institutional setting (e.a.,, thc single salary
schedule) , such ta.,gets are likely to be met in all school
disf.ricts only if current oveiall salary levels are raised
substantially and/or if unregulated dimensions of teacher
civality are permitted to adliust in a compensatory manner.

Thus, the-choice facing the policy maker may he a dif-
ficult one. T_he costs of a program 'designed to eliminate a
very real source. of inequality of educational opportunity
seem likely to increase--perhaps sharply--with the potential
effectiveness of the prograr. And there is no ready guide
as to where to draw the line.



FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER 5

1One Well known plan in which tax rates vary in accord-
ance with family income and school quality is the Family
Power Equalizing Plah. For a description, see J. E. Coons,
W. H. Clune III, and S. D. Sugarman, Private Wealth and-Pub-
lic Education, Cambridge: Harvard Press.t, 1570. For a sum-
mary and a critique of this plan,-see C. S. Benson, -"Eco-
nomic Analysis of Institutional Alternatives for Providing
Education," in R. L. Johns, et al., Ecopbmic Factors Affect-
in9 the Financing-of oducation, Gainesville, 1970, pp. 143-
15 .
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crrY DATA

The _dependent. variah le :

IV Average earnings of public school classrbon.tmichers in 'the

district 1968-9.
Source: National Education Association, 24th Biennial Salary'

Survey of PUblic-School Professional Personnel, 190, Research Report

1969-R7, Table A, column 6.

The independert't variables'

QC Opportunity cost for pUblic school teachers calculated as follows:

percent of teachers emploted bv local government in the SMSA who are

male (2970), multiplied by the median earnings in 1969 of males, 16

:years and older, in professional, managerial and kindred occupations,

plus the product of percent teachers employed by local government in

the SMSA who are female (1970), times the median earnings of female

kegistered nurses in:the SMSA who worked 50 to 52 weeks in 1969. .

Source: U.S. pureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

Detailed Characteristics, Nos. 2-52, Table 171 for the nuMber of male

and female teachers from which the percentages were calculated and-

Table 176 for medianHearnings of nurses. Census of Population: 1970i

General-Social and Economic Charadteristics, Nos. 2-52, Table 89 for

central cities and Table 122 for the-565FETes.

MA Proportion of pUblic,elementary and secondary classroom teachers

in the district with MA or higher degrees, Fall 1969.

Source: U.S. Office of Education, Statistics of Local Public

School Systems Fa11 1969: Pupils and Staff, Table 4, columns (7 'and
,

9) as a percent of the sum of columns (3 + 5 If 7 + 9). Indluded are.

granted or completed, rather than on he basis of credit,hours that
full-time and part-time teachers, reprted on the badis Of degree

could make a degree. There are indications that certain school .

districts included Other instructional staff in addition to classroom

teachers.

AG MediantAee of all employed teachers in the 914, where /central

city (or_county in TiTie cases) is located, 1970: I

All pre-K, K, elementary and secondary school teachers are included,

not only those employed by pub2l*"sChools. Data-cn ages are given in

the source by sex and grade level'of teadhers. Variable 9 is actually'

the weighted average of these individual median ales.using asyeights

the nurber of all employed teadhers.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the'Census, Censud of lation: . 1970,

Detailed Characteristics, Nos. 2-52, Table 174 for median ages-and--

Table 173 for the nuMber of all'employed teadhers.

OOMP Cummy variable. Valm of.1 indicates that the district has a

uourprehensive negotiation agreemmt, as opposed to negotiation pro-

.
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cedures or no agroemont at al].
Source: Naticnel Education Association, Negotiation Agreements

Provisions for Machers, 1972 Edition: Part I, Scope of Agrenent and

iCR.SCiOra-iicn, Board and Trustee Rights Pro;risions, pp. 1-6 . (nly

erfeCt through 1969-70 were considered.

NIT; aunty variable. Valua'of 1 indica
a negotiation agreement in the school dis

cedural). Included are districts with

Source: National Education Associati
Provisions for Teachers, 1972 Editicn: Part
Association, Board and Trustee -Ri hts Provi

AFT Dummy variable. Value of lindicates
organization in districts with negotiation

rehensive) is the American Federation of
recognize a combination of.organizations that
they are treated as AFT districts.

Source: National Education Association,
Provisions for Teadhers, 1972 Edition; Part I,
Association, Board and Trustee Rights PravisiLis
districts with negotiation agreements through 19

NW : PrOportion of the population in the central
in five cases) that is non-white, 1970. AccOrding
the Census, ,"non-white" includes "Negro, Japanese,
Indians and others".

*Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of
General Population.Characteristics, U. S. Summary,
cities; Nos. 11 and 15, Table 34 for the counties.

ENR Tbtal enrollMent (grades'pre-kindergarten, kin arten, 1-12,

elementary and.secondary unclassified and pcstgradua ) in the school

district, Fall 1969, times the adjustment factor, in order to adjust

to central city (or county in 5 cases).

Adjustment Factor Public School Enrollment (grades 1 to12) in

the central city (or county) in 1970, according to the Census, divided.

by enrollment in the same grades in the school district, Fall 1969.

Source: U. S. Officia of Education, Statistics'of Local Public

School Systems Fall 1969:. Pupils and Staff, Table 2 Bier district

enrollment.
U. S. Bureau of the Census, densus of Population: 1970, General

Social and Economia' Charaateristics, Nbs. 2-52, Table 83 for cgREEET-

cities and Tdble 120 for the counties..

that there is some kind of
ct (comprehensive or pro-

ts through 1969-70.
Negotiations Aveements

I, gcope of iiE71-or7

ons, pp. 1-ret

t the recognized
ts (pmccedural or

achers. If districts
eludes the AFT, then

'ation th
and

pp. - y
-70 were considered.

ty (or the county
to the Bureau of

inese, Philipino,

tion: 1970,

r central

POP PoOulation, 1970. Data are Bor ceritial cities, except in five

cases where we used county data because of county-wide sahool-clistricts.

Included in central,city data are "rural" areas of cities, as indicabed,

by the census, in order to'conform with district and property data. .

Source: U. S. Bureau-of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

Number of Inhabitants, U. S. Summary, Table 31 for\centrarcIties,

Table 32 for counties. 1,
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ED Median school years completed by persona 25 years and older ih
the central city (or the county in five cases), 1970,

'Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Pplibulation: 1970,

General Social and Economic Characteristits, U.,S. Summary, Table 187

Apr central cities; Nos. 11 and IS-, Table 43 for the counties.

MINC FamAdy median incanie. 1969 income of 1970 families in the

central city,'or county in five cases.
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 70,

41111Vt*General Social and'Economid Characteristics, U. S. Summary, Tabl 188

fbr central cities; Nbs:11and 35,rable 44 for the counties.

POOR Perbeni'of families in the Oentral ci (or county in five cases),

below the poverty level, 1970., "Poverty 1 ", as defined'in the 1970

census, is a composite of several factors suCh as.income, quality and

condition of'housing, level of nutrition. etc.
Source: U. S. Bureau of.the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

General Social and Economic Characteristics, U. S. Summary, Table 188 .

Tbr central cities; tbs. Il and 35, Table 44 for the counties.

POP DEN Population densiti per square mile 1970. Central city or

bounty population divided'by the correaponding land area.

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

NUMber-of'lnhabitants, U: S..Summary, Table-31 fbr the central cities;

Nos. U. and 35, Table 9 for the counties.

HS High school, enrollnent (grades 9712) as a percent of total

enrollment (grades pre-kindergarten, k4ndergarten, 1-12, unclassified

and postgraduates) in public schools Fall 1969. .

Source: U. S. Office of Education, Statistics of Local Public

School Systems Fall 1969: Pupils and Staff, Table 2 (column 15-mdnus

columns 16, 17, 23) and the result calculated as a percent of column 2.

Data by school'district.
,

PROP Market value of real property subject to local general property

taxation per capita (l97t), calculated as follows: The assessed value

of all real property subject to local general property taxation (after

deduction of partial ekemptions and including state and locally assessed

property) was divided by the aggregate assessment-sales price ratio of

measurable sales of all types of real property, and the result divided

by 1970 population.

All data are for central cities and, in five cases, for the county.

However, certain adjustments had to bmade in the case of central

cities where the datawere not availab e. We used county.data.; Far

multi-county central cities where data were available,for only,one

"part." of the city (the main county) the market value orpropexty was
oalculated, as deacribed above: It was then Wultiplied by the ratio

of central city population (EDOP) to the population of the geographical

area in question (county or "part" of central city). to compute the

adjusted market value.
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Source: U. Bureau of the Census, Census 'of Governments: 1972,

Vblume 2, Taxable Property Values and Assessment Sales-Price Ratios,

pt. 1, Table 4 for the assessed value,15E: 2, l'able 11 for the assess-

ment'-sales price ratio.

COR r Percent of the gross assesSed value of locally assessed

taxable real property'that is commercial and industrial, 1966.
0Source: U. S. Bureau Of the Census, Census of Governments: 19,

',01. 2, Taxable Property Values, T-gole 19.

For 7 cities (Garden Grove, San Bernadino, and Ontario, Calif.:

Schenectady, N.Y.; High Point, N.C.; Warren, Ohio; Harrisburg, Pa.)

data were not available. Estimates were obtained by adjusting the

available data an the percent commercial and industrial property in

the county where the city belongs by the ratio of:

% commercial and industrial in all SMSA's in the,state

% coMmercial and industrial in all counties that belong to SMSA's in the state

(Source for these estimates:. Tables 7, 18, 19).
1

ST REV Percent of the revenue of the sdhool district (1969-70) that

came fram the state. Federal funds distributed to districts through

the state are not included.
Source: U. S. Office of Education, ELSEGIS III, Part B - Finances:

1969-70, Data Tape. Variable. Don the tape as a percent of the sum of

tape variables (C + B14 n E15). -

FED REV Percent of the reventie of the school district'(196p-70) that

came from the Federal Gbvernment. Included are federal funds distrib-%

uted to districts through the state government. Only cash receipts

are accounted for, not commcdity receipts.

4 Saurcl: U. S. Office of Education, ELSEGIS III, Part B - Finances:

1969-70, Data Tape.- Variable E15 on the tape calculated as a percent

of the sum of tape variables (C + B14 + D +
I

,

DEP Dummy variable. Value of 1 indicates that the sdhool district iS

fiscally dependent, ds ppposed to fiscally independent fran the Local

goVernment.,
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Gcvernments: 1967,

Vbl. 4, Nb. 1, Table .8 and Vbl, 5.

140 Number of operating.school districts in the SMSA 41ere the oentkal

city, or thd.ccunty; is located, 1970.
)

, This number is the sun of the number of operating districts in .

each oomyonent county (or part of county)-of the SMSA. Included are

all distridta, even if an SMSA extends idto more than One state.

-Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Populaticn: 1970,'

Number of Inhabitants, Nos. 2-52, Table 13 am3T. S. Summary, Table 32

for the SMSA,component counties. U. S. Officeof Civil Rights,
Directory of Public 51ementary and Secondary Schools, Fall 1968 and

Directory.ofPublic Elementary and Secondary Schools; Fall 1970 and
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U. .S. Office of Education, Education Directory: Public School Systems

1969-70 fdr the number of operating sdhool districts in the SMSA com-
ponent counties.

CCPOP/SMSA Population in the central city (or the county in.five
caSes),Where the sChool district is located, divided by the total
pOpulation in the SMSA, 1970.

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Censps, Census of Population: 1970,

NUmber of Inhabitants, U. S. Summary, Tables 32 aria734.

CC ALL/SMSA Tbtal central city population in the SMSAwbere the
district is located, divided by total pOpulation in the SMSA, 1970.

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

Nurtiber of Inhabitants, U. S. Summary, Tables 32 and 34.

FEM Proportion of elementary and secondary teaghers employed by local
government in the SMSAwh6 are female, 1970.

6burce: U.'S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

Detailed Characteristics, Nos. 2-52, Table-173.

POP CH Population Change in the central city (or the County in five
cases) from the 1960 to the 1970 Census.

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of,Population: 1970,

NuMber of Inhabitants, U. S. Summary, Table 31 for central cities and
Table 32 for the counties. The data. were adjusted as folloWs; (.01 x

percent population change 1960-1970) + 1.

NE Dummy variable. VAlue Of 1 indicates that a city is in the

North Eastern region of the U. S.
Source: U. S. Bureau Of the Census method of classification.

North East = Conn, Me, Mass; NH, RI, Vt, NJ, NY, Pa.

SO Dummy variable/ VAlue of 1 indicates that a city is in,the

Southern region of the U. S.
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census method of classification,

South = Dela, DC, Fla, Ga, Md, NC, SC, VA, W. Va, A1a, Ky,.Miss,

Tenn, Ark, La, Okla, TX.

WEgT Dummy variable. Value of 1 indicates that a city is in the,

Western region of the U. S.
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census method of classificatiOn.

West = Ariz, Colo, Idaho, Mbnt, Nev, N. MX, Ut, Wyo, Alask, Calif,

Haw, Ore, Wash.



17170F DATA

The dependent variable:

W Average annual salary of all public elementary and secondary

school teachers, 1969-70.
Source: National Education Association, Estimates of Sdhool

Statistics, 1970-71 includes revised 1969-70 .data) ResearCh

Report 197Dr-R15, p. 32,'Table 7, Col. 5.

The independent variables:

OC .*Opportunity cost bor publiC-sctiool teachers calculated as.follows:

percentfemale public school teachers multipaied by median earnings of

female registered nurses who worked .50 to 52 weeks in 1969, plus the

product of percent male public sChool teachers and the median'earnings

in 1969 of males in, profetsianal,monagerial and kindred occupation.

Source: National Education Association, Estimates of &tool

"Statistics, 1970-71, Research Reoort 1970--R15 /Includes 1969-70

revised data), p. 30, Table 5, columns 5 and 6 as a percent of colunn 7.

U. S. Bureau,of the Census, Census of PopUlation: 1970, General Social

and Economic Characteristics, Nos.'2-52-4 Table 57 tor median male

earnings; Deta1,1ed Chlracteristics, Nos. 2-52, Table176 for median

earnings or nurses.

AG Median age of all employed elementary and secondary todhOol

teachers, 1970. All teaChers are included; not only pUblic sehool'

employees.'
Sourde: u: S. Bureau of.the Centus, Census of Population: 1970, /

Detailed Characteristics, Nos. 21-52) Table 174 for the median age of /

.teaChers.by sex and:grade level. Variable 84 is the weighted average /

of these individual median ages,, Using the nuMber OfelTemployed 7-

male and female elementary and secondary teadhers as weights Cftb1e)A10.

16014 Teadhers (full-time only) in districts with cavrehensive

agreements in the state, as a percent Of all public sdhool teachers

in the state, Fall 1970. ,Only districts with comprehensive agreements

throtigh 1969-70 are considered.
Sources: 'National Education Association, Negotiation Agreement

Prpvisions'for Teachers, 1972 Edition, Part I - Scope of Agreement

and Association,,Ecard and !rtacher Rights Provisions,,pp.. -45 and .

46:763 for the name of the districts with comprehensive agreements.

U. S. Office of Civil Rights, Directory of Public Elementary and

Secondary Schobls, Fall 1970, and Offide of EdUcation, Directory of

Public Elementary ana Secondary Day Sdhools 1§68-0, Volumes I-14,,

for the nuMber of teadhers in districts with oomprehensive agreements.

U. S..Office of Education, Statistics of Public Schools, Fall 1970,

Table 3,13. 14, column 2 for the nuMber of all pOblic sofilooil teaChers

in the state, 1970.
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NEG Professional instructional staff. represented by an orgallization

(NEA, Arr, etc.) for negotiation purposes.in the state,(as a,percent

of total instructional staff in all public sohbols in the state, 1969-70.

Source: National Education Association, Negotiation pesearch'
Digest, Volume 3, No. 10, June 1970, Table D-1, page 31, column 2'for

the number of instructional Staff represented. National Education

Association, Estimates of School Statistics 1970-71 (includes revised

data for 1969-70T, Research Report 1970--R15, p. 30, Table 5, column 11

for the number of all staff.

AFT Professional instiuctional staff represented by American Federa-

tial of Teachers for negotiation purposes, as a percent of total

instructional staff in the state, 1969-70.

Source: National Education Association, Negotiation Research

Digest, VOl. 3, No. 10, June 1970, Table D-1, ool. 6 for the nukter

a-instructional staff represented by AFT. National Education

AssociatAon, Estimates of School Statistics, 1970-71, (includes revised

1969-70 data), Research Report 1970--R15, p. 30, Table 5, col. 11 for

the number of instructional staff.

NW Percent of the population that is non-white, 1970. "Non-vhite"

includes "Black, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Indians and others"

according to the census.
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

General Population Characteristics, U. S. Summary, Table al.

ENR Ebrollment
state, Fall 1969

Source: U.

Fall 1969, Table

in public elementary and secondary schools in.the

S. Cffice of Education, Statistics of Public Schools,

6, p. 16, column 2.

POP Population by state, 1970.
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

Number of Inhabiiants, U. S. Summary, Table-a.

ED Nkdian school years completed by pergons 25 years and older in

1970.
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

General Social and Economic Characteristics, Nos. 2r-52, Table 43.

INC Median Family Inoome in the state (1969 income of 1970 families)

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

General Social.and ECM/3[111X Characteristics, Nos. 2-52, Table 44.

POOR Percent of families below the poverty level in the state, 1970.

"Poverty level" is defined by the Census as a composite of many

characteiatids such as"income, quality and oondition of housing,

nutritional level of family, etc.

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Censas of Population: 1970,

General Social and Economic Characteristics, Nos. 2-52-, -Table 44.
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ORB Percent of the population in the state that is urban, 1970.
Indicates4Population.living in "central cities" and "other urban

areas" as defined by the Census.
qpurce: U. S. Bureau of the Census,. Census of Population: 1970,

NuMber of Inhabitants, U. S. Summary, Table L.

HS Public high school enrollment (gradeF 9-12 and secLndary unclassi-

fied) as-a percent of total public Sehool enrollment in the state,

Fall 1969. -

Source: 11. S. Office of Education, Statistics of Public Sdhools,

Fall 1969, Table 6, pp. 16-7, column 14,.minus oolumn,-20, as a percent

of column 2.

PRQP Market value of real property subject.to local general property
taxation (1941) per capita, calculated as follows: The assessed value
(after deduction of partial exemptions) of locally and state assessed
real property sdbject to tax was Multiplied by 100 and the result .

divided by the percent of assessed value to sales price of sold prep--
erties (aggregate assessment-sales price ratio) to Obtain the market
value of state and locally assessed real property; this wasithen
divided 'by the population (PCP).

Sources: U.'S. Bureau Of the Census, Census of GOvernmentst 1972,

Vol. 2, Taxable Property-Values and Assessment-Sales Price Ratios, pt. 1,
Table 4 for the assessea value,.pt. 2, Table 2 for the assessment-sales
price ratio.

or I Percent of the gross assessed value of locally asSessed
baxable,real property that is Commercial and Industrial, 1966.

Source: U. S. Bureau ofthe Census, 1967'Census of Governments,
VOlume 2, Taxable'PropertY Values, Table 5, pp. 35-6.

4

$T REV, .Percent of the revenue of pUblic elementary and secondary
schools in the state that came from state sources, 1969-70. "Federal

famds distributed to schools tfirbilgh the state are not included.

Source: National Education Association, Estimates of School
Statistics, 1970-71 (inclUdes reVised 1969-70 data), Researdh Report
197b--RI3, p. 34, able 9, col. 3 as a percent of sum of columns 2 +
3 + 4. '

,x

FED !lb," Pe4cent of the revenue of public,elementary-and secondary..

1 schools in t1e este that came fram federal sources0,1969-70. ,Includes
federal fund distributed to schools through the state government.'

Source:, National Education Association, Estimates of Sdhool
Statistics 1970-71 (includes 1969-70 reviseddata), Researdh Report
1-970--R15, p. )4, Table 9, column 2 aS a percent of sum Of columns
2 + 4 + 4. .

FEM Percent of pUblic elementary and secondary sdhool teachers in

the state who,are female, 1969-70. -

Source: National EducatOn Association, Estimates of School
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Statistics, 1970-71 (includes revised 1969-70 data), Research Report'
1970--R15, p. SU, Table 5, columns.5 and 6 as a percent of column 7.

POP CH, Population Change from the 1960 to the 1970 Census.
Source: U. S. Bureau-of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

Number of Inhabitants, U. S. SummarY, Table 15. The data were adjusted

as follows: (.01 x percent population Change 1960-70) + 1. .

NE AcOmmy'variable. ValueHof 1 indicates that a State is in the
North Eastern region of the U. S., as defined by the U. S.''Bureau
of.the Census.'

North.East = New England (Gonn, Me,.Mass, NH, RI,-Vt).plus
Middle Atlantic Division (1Y, NJ, Pa). .

SO Dummy variable. Value of 1 indicates that a state is in the
Southern region of the U. S. as defined by the U. S. Bureau of the
Census:

South = South Atlantic Division (Dela, DC, Fla, Ga, Md, NC,
SC, Va, W. VA) plus East South Central Division
(Ala, Ky, Tenn, Miss) plus West South Central
Division (Ark, La, Okla, TX).

WECT Dummy variable. Value of 1 indicates that a ate is in the
Western region of the U. S. as defined by the U. S. Bureau of the
Census.

Western Region = Mountain Division (Ariz, Colo, Idaho, Mont,
Nev, N. Mx, Ut, wyo) plus Pacific Division
(Alaska, Haw, Calif, Ore, Wash).

4

COMP' Schaal dikricts with comprehensive negotiation agreements as
a percent of all orating sdhool districts in the state, 1969-70.

.Source: U. S. Office of Educatian, Statistics of Public Schools,
1969, Table 2, p. 9, column 3 Bor the number of all operating

st4cts in each state. National Education Association,
Negotiaticil'Agreement Provisions for Teachers, 1972 Edition, Part I,

Scope of rent and Association, Board .and Ttaaher Rights Provisions,
pp. 1-63 for the number of.districts with comprehensive agreements.
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APPENDI X B

MEANS AND STANDARD LEVIATICNS

OF THE VARIABLES
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crry DATA

Variable Mean Standard Deviation

w
,../

$8,465 '$986

OC $8,021 $683

MA 28.77% 10.16%-

AG 35.59 years 1.79 years

COMP. 0.4578 0.5012

NEG 0.7952 0.4060

AFT 0.2169 0.4146

NW 19.79% 12.54%

ENR 103,455 155,977

POP 553,024 974,297

ED .
11.70 years 0.73 years

INC $9,480 $943

POOR 10.62% 3.10

POP DEN 5,778.11 4,573.75

HS 27.86% 4.42%

PROP $8,809 $2,.:

C or I 32.20% 10.t.,,-

S4T REV 35.67% 12.33%

FED REV 8.37% 3.51%

DEP 0.2771 0.4503

NO 31.40 32.25 i

CC POP/SMSA 39.98% 23.55%

CC' ALL/SMSA 45.73% 16.34%

FEM 70.21% 5.72%

POP CH 1.1235 0.2915

NE 0.1807 0.3871

SO- 0.2771 "0.4503

WEST 0.2410 0.4303

.13 - 2
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STA1E DArA

Variable Mean

, $8,075

OC $7,674

AG 36.95 years

COMP 22.919.

40.69%

AFT 5.13%,

NW .10.42%-

ENR 941,963

POP 4,195,540

ED

INC

POOR.

UFB

Bs

PROP

.0 or I

ST REV

"FED REV

FEM

POP CH

.NE

SO

WEST

,

r\.

Standard Deviation

$1,073

$897

1.79 years

24.92%

'27.57%

9.22%

8.85%

940,009 .

4,361,410

11.82 years 0.68 years

$9,051 $1,379

11.75% 5.27%

65.59% 14.14%

28.67% 1,49%

$9,632 $2,873

22.63% 6.43%

40.04% 14.56%

8.84% 4.58%

67.92% 5.69%

1.1310 0.1259

0.1875 v0.3944

0.3333 0.4764

0.2292 0.4247

8.99% 16.49%

B - 3
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